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ABSTRACT
This survey includes programs that are designed for

elementary and high school students and which (1) refrain from

"institutionalized coercion," (2) de-eraphasize traditional

curriculum, (3) eliminate dependence on competition and encourage

authentic self-motivation, (4) emphasize individual abilities and

character rather than formal training in the recruitment of teachers,

and (5) eliminate rigid age and grade level separation of students.

Based on these criteriao 346 private schools are included, 38 of

which were accorded site visits and/or telephone interviews. The body

of this report centers around five topics: (1) descriptions, models,

and growth of alternative schools; (2) growth patterns, developmental

phases, and survival rates; (3) conventional functions of
unconventional schools and their programs, governance, finances, and

legal positions; (4) the future of alternative schools and their

impact on conventional schools and communities. Three appendixes

provide data on al.ternative schools, names of the schools visited and

contacted, and a selected bibliography. (For related document, see ED

058 473.) (Author/MLF)
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"The preoccupation with order and control,
the slivish adherence to the timetable, the
absence of noise and movement, the joylessness
and repression, the universality of the formal
lecture or teacher dominated 'discussion' in
which the teacher instructs the entire class
as a unit, the emphasis on the verbal and the
de-emphasis of the concrete, the inability of
students to work on their own, the dichotomy
between work and play--none of these are
necessary; all can be eliminated.

Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom
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Introduction

n the last five years.the United States has exper-

ienced a remarkable growth in the number of radical alterna-

tive schools. The increasing populari.ty of this new educational

form stands as a reminder of the pervasive problems of public

education. Thousands of parents, students, and teachers,

oppressed by the mindless bureaucracy o2 public education

and motivated by a common counter-ideology, are taking direct

and radical action by operating private alternative schools.

This roport intends to portray the already fertile reality

of the alternative school movement.

There are presently 350 alternative schools in thirty-

nine states. These sdhoOls serve a small.number of partici-

pants--perhaps 12,500 students, 4,500 staff and volunteers--

1
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as an experiment in radical living and education. Each of

the schoo1s is sustained by the passionate commitment of a

small coterie of individuals whose only common bond would

appear to be the diversity of their views. The survey reveals,

however, that there exists within this diversity a common

ideology composed of three factors: a willful -..7ejection of

the conventional school system; a sharinIT of the consummate

be/ief that freedom in education can be put into practice;

and an active affirmation of self-determi.nation instead of

a passive reliance upon the public system.

The schools themselves differ widely in structure and

purpose, yet they too share common ch,a'acteristics of which

two general patterns may be discerned. The first, the free

school program, is designed to meet the needs of middle-class

children by establishing unstructured educational,efforts.

The second, the freedom schools, are programs for poor,

urban.communities in their efforts to control the education

of their children. Free sChools provide a respite from the

competitive and manipulative system, in which Eric Fromm has

said, "The individual becomes merely a cog in a,machine"

while he is "transformed into the consumer, the eternal

suckling, whose one wish is to consume more and 'better'

things."
1

lEric Fromm, Preface to A.S. Neill's Summerhill: A

Radical Approach to Child Rearing, (New York: Hart Publishing,

War).

Ato



For the poor, the freedom school provides an opportunity

for experiments in community self-determination and control.

For the children of the poor, these programs provide the

vital shills and experience in urban living--performed within

the culture of their community.

Our survey is of a particular type: it includes only

programs for youngsters of elementary and high school age.

It takes in.only those schools which meet certain philosophi-

cal and operational.criteria. Some "identify themselves self-

consciously as 'free schools," some are street academies

controlled by their respective neighborhoods, some are

attempting to change society while others are merely creating

their own personalized communities. Whatever their philoso-

phy, they were included by Mr. Graubard in the Directory and

in this report if they (1) refrained from "institutionalized

coercion," (2) de-emphasized traditional curriculum,'" (3).

eliminated "dependence on competition and encouraged authen-

tic self-motivation," (4) emphasized individual Abilities and

character"--not formal training7-in the recruitment of teachers,

and,(5.) eliminated "rigid age and grade-level separation of

students.'
,2

Using these criteria, 346 private schools are

included in this report. UndOubtedly, a few were missed,

particularly those founded in-1971. Also several have folded
1-

ment'.
which fulfill the child's compulsory education require-
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since these data were compiled, for example, The Thoreau

School, Madison, Wisconsin. Others on close examination may

not be radical or even unconventional. But all things con-

sidered, these schools are the result of the best effort thus

far to survey these new programs.

This report cannot be considered a comprehensive survey

of Black freedom schools. These programs escape our all-out

efforts for a number of reasons: many function not as sub-

stitutes for regular schools, but as a parallel program.

Students attend a public school during the day and participate

in freedom classes after school and on weekends. Some are

"underground" or at least are closed to researchers. Others

are so unorganized as to be indistinguishable from other

service-agency programs. In any case, we make no claims to

covering all the nation's freedom programs.

This report includes, secondarily, several public

alternative schools.
3 The purpose was to understand possible

interrelationships between public and private efforts. Under-

standing this relationship enables' us in any given community

to sec the effeas of mutual cooperation betv.venpublic and

private alternatives and the effects of intense competition

between them. We were not able to survey more of the public

innovations, for this would have reqUired another study.

We are also unable to compare results of alternative education

3For listing of publ ic alternatives, see Appendix,

"Schools Contacted'or Visited."
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with those of conventional programs. Freedom kcommunity)

schools have data on college entrance and reading levels.

They show excellent results in these areas. For free

however, we cannot- specify results. Hopefully,, we shall

have some research into the outcomes of non-structured, non-

authoritarian 'education in both the cognitive and affective

areas.4

Methodology: This study uses a series of approaches

to the diverse subject of radical alternative schools. First.

to proVide a national picpure, we shall collate and analyze

survey data recently compiled by Allen Graubard for the-National

Directory Project, These data permit us to see the number.

location, student-staff makeup, etc. qf alternative schools.

Second, from this list Of schools, this researcher chooses

thirty-eight different schools for site visits and/or tele-

phone 'interviews.

Thdre were four purposes for these visits: (1) to

observe the physical layout of these schools: e.g. facilities,

use of space, equipment, etc.: (2) to observe the interaction

of students, staff, and parent volunteers during a school day;

(3) to interview parents, students, and staff concerning the

founding of the school, its program, its problems its needs,

and 'its successes; and (4) to gather documents on the school.

4See George Dennison's, The Lives of Children: The Story

of the First Street School (New York: Random House, 1969),
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such as newsletters, funding proposals, statements of philoso-

phy, course catalogs,.and other printed matter.

Finally, a comparison is made between the events in the

field and the philosophy of the "mmrement" as expressed by

the popular writers such as Kozol, A.S. Neill, and Kohl.

The structure of this report-is (1) to present descrip-

tions of alternative schools, grouping them into six types.

(2) Some comparisons are drawn among the six. (3) The data

from the national survey is presented explaining the distri-

bution, location, and characteristics of the schools. (4) A

.
picture is presented of the growth and development of schools,

culminating with a discussion of the survival rates. (5) Some

conventional ways of looking at schools--finances, governance,

and legal considerations--are used to examine these unconven-

tional schools. And (6) a summary is presented showing the

impact on conventional schools and communities.



A Description of Free & Freedom Schools

FREE SCHOOLS

Free schools are programs which present alternatives in

education which will enable adults and young people to live

and learn together without fear or hostility. "Discipline,

dogmatteally imposed, will be minimized, permitting the child

to grow and develop."1 Institutional sanctions such as grades,

retention, and testing are removed.

These new schools minimize the role asymmetry between adult

and child, professional and layman. The teacher as maker and

enforcer of arbitrary rules and regulations, and the student

as unquestioning follower, are antitheticai to free schoolz.

These relationships are symbolic of the way conventional school

systems "prepare individuals to be obedient employees and

willing consumers."
2

The coMmon belief is that only by

1
See A.S. Neill's SumMerhill: A Radical Approach to

Child Rearing, (New Ybrk: Hart Publishing, 1960..

2
See Erich Fromm, Preface to Neill's Summerhill, x-xiii.

Mgt* I
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releasing both teacher and student from'their traditional

roles of Omniscient Giver (teacher) and Mindless Receiver

(pupil) can education become free from its hidebound task as

an agency of social control

Free schools attempt to "open the classroom" by removing

lock-step procedures that restrict the students to a specific

activity at a particular place and time. .Kohl suggests that

teachers traditionally have been "obsessed with control"

treating the child as though he "were a reckless, unpredictable,

immoral, and dangerous enemy."3 Traditional over-management

of he student's deportment and learning activities in the

public system leads to a student's boredom and slow intellectual

death. Kohl pictures the conventional classroom milieu as

a "funnel," which restricts the chiles growth and natural

curiosity, squeezing him "into an ever-narrowing circle; at

the end, there is room for a single set of right answers."
4

It is the freeing pal of the classroom activities which forms

a central tenet of free schools.

These schools attempt to integrate the lives of parti-

cipants in an effort to destroy what are perceived as false

barriers between home and school, family.and community, study

and relaxation, and public and private life. Not only is the

conventional School divided into arbitrary segments such as

3Herbert Kohl, The Open Classroom: A Practical Guide
to a New Way of Teachin 1 New York: A New York Review Hook,
1969 14.

4Herbert Kohl, 36 Children, (New York: Signet, 1967), 36.
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"grade levels," subject areas, departments, elementary, junior,

and senior high schools, and periods, but also the life of

the child is trichotimized into "family," "scilool," and

"society." Free schools bring the lives of children together

into one natural organic experience, both within the school

and between school and the rest of life. 5
Thus, the integration

of life for children may mean that they should live, play,

work, study, and be aware within a single milieu. And within

the free school setting, people are viewed as complete people:

teacher is also parent is also spouse is also adult; and

student is also son/daughter is also friend is also child.

Free schools embrace the romantic notion that "children

have a style of learning that fits their condition, which they

use naturally until we train them out of it. "6
This view of

child psychology reinforces the free school belief that role

authority should be de-emphasized, that ge groupings should

be as natural as possible, resembling the family, perhaps,

and that the structure of the program should be free and open.

A final characteristic of free schools is their aware-

ness of the commOn ideology. Members ascribe to.a similar

ideology that shapes.their reality and their behavior. Schools

may disagree on certain issues, but they are unified in their

common disillusionment with conventional education. This theme

5
Sylvia Ashton-Warner, "Organic Teaching," from Teacher,

(London: Simon and Schuster and Seeker and Warburg, OU).

vii:
6john Holt, How Children Learn, (New York: Pitman, 1967),

A 01
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is also reflected in the literature of the alternative school

movement. [Herbert Kohl and Jonathan Kozol, for example,

center their attacks on the ghetto child's "death at an early

age" from a system obsessed by control. Paul Goodman condemns

the rigidity of.the entire system of "compulsory miseducation.1

It is this ideology, which we shall discuss later, that dis-

tinguishes these alternative schools from other innovative

programs.

FREEDOM SCHOOLS

Freedom schools, though they react to many of the same

dysfunctions of conventional educational programs as do free

schools, perform a different function in a different way.

Unlike their middle-class counterparts, freedom schools are

less concerned about individual freedom and its educational

corollary--open, unstructured classrooms. Rather they stress

community.power, academic skill-building, and mastery of the

tools of survival in urban environments. As one black freedom

school leader explained,

We've had the togetherness! We were brought
up in 'communes,' by aunts, trothers, and grand-
mothers. In other words, we've got soul. What
we want now is gold. To get it, we must have
skills, tools and the resources to.use them.
Freedom [as defined by free school advocates]
to us is meaningless unless we have the essentials
of life, got only for ourselves, but for our
brethren.1

1971.

7Field notes,.CbicagoUrbaW.Life Center; October 25,

-4(9
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Freedom schools are rooted in minority community

development. "As a community center," Preston R. Wilcox of

the Bedford-Stuyvesant Development and Services Corporation

his written,

The sthool takes on the coloration of a freedom
school. It becomes: (1) the facility where the
community begins to meet its latent needs for
recreation and fun; (2) the place where the
community begins to formalize its efforts to
express itself through art, music, drama, etc.;
(3) the loéale for shaping community policy as
it relates to housing, traffic, health, education,
-and other'social'issues; and (4) the arena for
,developing and implementing mutual-aid programs
-designed to aid the less fortunate in dealing
with their problems.8

Unlike the free school, the freedom school may be the

only saial organization available to ghetto families. It

teaches the rudimentary skills of reading, writing, and arith-

metic in the most economical way possible. It seeks to build

ethnic.pride and dignity, preparing the child and the community

to partic.ipate in the labors of citizenship and workmanship.

These tasks are performed by the maximization of community

involvement which Wilcox described in terms of eleven features

of the community-centered school: 9

1. Power is shared among professional and lay participants
in varying degrees with ultimate authority resting with
the community.

8
PreSton R. Wilcox, "The Community-centered School,

in Radical School Reform, Ronald and Beatrice Gross, (eds.),
(NeirIZTI7--lamon and Schuster, 1971), 129.

9
Ibid., 132-137.

AAit\c\
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2. Bridging structures are built to iavolve other community
groups.

3. The roles of residents are re-defined as "foster teachers"
to aid students and their families and to be "advocates

. for the community."

4. Parents' clubs are formed to support the school.

5. Parent-student linkages are encouraged.

6. Mutual-aid societies deal with community and school problems.

7. Economic developments like credit unions and buying coop-
eratives create economic awareness.

8. Legislative actions involve the community and the local
representatives in efforts to influence the governmental
processes.

9. Information and communication services alert the community
to important issues at school and elsewhere.

10. The school-community process establishes a means of coop-
eration in operating the school and attaeking problems
throughout the community.

11. Student-to-student processes teach group decision-making
and student self-help.

Freedom schools take on various organizational structures

in their efforts to fulfil community needs: street academies,'.

store-front schools, and preparatory schools.
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Six Models of. Alternative Schools

The following scenarios are based upon the composite

characteristics of numerous schools falling within each of

six rough categories. No school fits perfectly any one of

these models; hoWever, the.purpose of these Six mini-case, studies

is to clarify concepts that will assist the later discussion

of alternative education.

1. Parent-teacher Cooperative School: Many middle:-
class parents believe that they have the resources to edu-
cate their own children; keeping their children at'hoMe
is oneltrnative. But what about the opportunities for
group interaction? Answer: 'a loosei.parent-run program
is created /or children ages A to 11, A building:is Secured,
materials gathered; and schedules established for totating
the "staff" role among the faMilies.- Each parent contri-
butes so many hours per week either in the "classroom" or
after hours doing the myriad of tasks necessary for keeping
the school operational:

. building rOoms and equipment,
'cleaning-and straightening. Decisions are shared among
the whole cooperative. Often after sevral months, parents
realize the need for a "full-time coordinator" who may
also have some expertise they lack: e.g. reading instrUc-
tion. A professidnal.is hired from outside the faMilies
involved; then another. At some point, a working arrange-
ment iS ;established between the'authority of the hired staff
and parents. In Some cases, parents hand. theschool .over
to the, teichers7-reserving powers Over hiring,I firing,
and major policy othergi teachers and parents Continue
to share running:the-school.: Oarents-on a Part7.time basis,
tea7hers full=time.

The Cooperative resembles the "open classroom" with
rooms orareas of rooms created for 'reading-7a library;
a science corner with .terraria animals, simple lab equip-
ment,:etc.'; a -Matk'corner 'with measuring devices, Cuisenaire
rods', the Dienes multibase materials, Stern rods, 'and
attribute Or logical-blocks; _fantasy, play areas with old .

adult clothing 'fOr'dresSups;:sand.tables, and playhOuses;
'and-importantly a roughtplay:area separated from the rest-
of the schO61._ Here ChIldren'cin;runroff their energy
orCsmalLsliding.'boards,*CliMbing apparatus; and.riding
toys. " Children-are-free tO MoVe frOm arekto area it.vill.
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The Parent-Teacher Cooperative runs on tuition only,
usually a sliding scale from about $300 to $700 per year.
Often a portion of. the funds is set aside for "scholarships"
for a few minority-group children. As the children age
out of the school, parents may decide to add a new grade
each year, or to send their.children to a free high school,
rather than returning them to conventional educational
programs . .

2. Community"Freedom School: Often growing out-of an
existing anti-poverty wogram or other social weIfare agency
the comMunity-centered school begins by using some outside
funding to create a school for children:in the surrounding
neighborhood. Teachers and "administrators" are hired,
facilities secured,. parent boards established, and children
recruited. Parents perform multiple' roles: as "foster
teachers," board members, home-school liaisons, and school

office workers.

The role of professional is seen as someone with
expertise, who is given autonomy to do his job,7-with final
authority resting with the community board. The program
stresses skill-building and ethnic identity. Classroom
procedures are more "traditional" in that teachers present
material often in lecture form; students respond with
questipns and recitations. The learnJng of fundamental
skills such as reading, composition, and arithmetic form
the core of the academic curricula. In the non-academic
areas, arts, crafts, drama centered around the culture of
the community are important to the growth of identity and
pride.

Since the neighborhood has.been designated a model Cities
area, federal funds are available through a variety of

programs. Follow, Through, a sequel to Headstart, contri-
butes for the younger students, drug education and Safe
Streets money is received for the older ones. Occasionally,
private companies and charities give financial support

as well. As further needs become apparent, funds are added

to expand the program., A pie-school (Headstart) becomes
an elementary school (Follow Through). Adult literacy

sessions are,added. A nursery and ,day care.,program are

,
created with support from state and city funds. As these
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programs proliferate, the need for coordination leads to
a series of jobs, often filled by neighborhood people:
Executive Director; Program Directors, Parent Coordinators,
etc.

The freedoin school is more political than its middle-
class counterparts. It reflects the needs and concerns
of the community. School leaders are community leaders.
They are looked to by the neighborhood as the spokesmen
on socio-political issues. Local and city-wide politicians
drop by to support the program while hoping to pick up some
support. When problems do occur in the community, the
school is one of the first ,places residents call. . .

3. Therapeutic School:. The school was created with
the problems of atypical children in 'mind. Within a suppor-
tive, structured milieu, emotionally disturbed children
live and learn together. Children are given maXimum free-
dom to explore and learn in an "open" environment. The
staff are all trained clinicians, who watch for signs of
anxiety or hyper-aggression. They take steps to redirect
or, if necessary, to isolate a child wh6 cannot cope with
the classroom situation.

All staff are members of the psychological institi-
tute and are trained in a particular form of psycho-therapy.
This insures that a unified 'philosophy' and modus operandi
will be presented to the students. Beside their clinical
training, the staff use non-authoritarian approaches to
child rearing in general and 'to treaement 'in particular.
The purpose of 'the program is to build "controls from
within" for children who have .diff ic;ulty dealing with
outside reality. This "teaching" 'is: accomplished by the
minimum of staff control, relying instead on the peer
group to handle many of its own problems. When interven-
tion is necessary, the process is self-coniciously employed
not as a punitive device but as a means of group learning..

The school was begun by the institute as a training
and treatment' center. Parents are Only slightly involved,
mostly in educational 'and suppOrt groups , with social
workers, for. their own needs and information. The school.

22
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is administered by a director, a Ph.D. in clinical
child psychology, who is accountable to the director of
the institute. The board of the institute is comprised
of some staff and some influential laymen.

The school is expinsive, except for a few positions
kept open to welfare agencies and the courts. The cost
per pupil is $1500 a year for a five day program. .

4. Free High 'School:. Five students, ages fourteen to
seventeen, began meeting in the evenings. Their constant
theme was the oppressiveness of the local public high school.
They decided gradually that they should operi their own
school, one where rules would be made in concensus, not
autocratically, by men on high. A few trusted adults were
notified of their plans. Next they had long talks with
their parents: many were against pulling out; 'but they
figured at last that any "school" was better than no school
at all. Others were al/ in favor arid began to raise funds.
The studonts chose a site-;',-an old 'warehouse, recruited
three adults as resource people and coordinators, and
planned the program.

The adults would make up a catalog of interest areas
in which they would like to offer a course. Students could
then chooSe or suggest additions. Any courses not selected
by students were simply dropped. Offerings ranged from
yoga to micro-biotic cooking.

The school was governed on two levels.- The workaday
Oporation was "guided by the .entire. school community. Students
and: fstaff met 'weekly'. The long-range :.planning and major
fisC.a1:arringements. were, handled by a board made up of four
parentS, four staff- and. four. students. Hiring of. staff .

occurred at both',1evele;,the:..whole in-,school group, inter7
.viewed and recommended to the..board the teachers they wanted.

. ''r

The program was a,series of :sessions in which, students

took claSseSlinked together.byfindividual,activities in
, arts and craf ts music and-. writ ing When students weren't
work inuon. a: project ano ther,.informally -in
"the space" which' was the largest_ room in, the. school . . .
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5. Public Alternative School: A number of other
school systems had "opportunity centers" which were working
effectively. So the assistant superintendent for instruc-
tion decided to press for one in his district. He sketched
out a proposal under Title I , ESEA: a pove-rty pocket . .

.50 % high schbol dropout rate . . . pressure from civil
rights and reform groups for some innovations. He took
the outline to his boss who gave him the go-ahead. The
proposal was submitted to the area office of the Office of
Education. It requested $100,500. for the establishment
of The Opportunity Center for 100 students, all who had
a record of truancy, failure, and/or "adjustment problems."

The grant was approved. A director was hired, a
man who had been interested in "problems of minority groups"
for many years. Teachers who volunteered were hired as
staff : nine men and women who were all certified teachers
in the system. The system rented a five-room church school.
With some minor rennovations, the building was ready for
occupancy. Students were recruited only from poverty areas,
in keeping with the guidelines of ESEA. They came from
two high schools in the area.

The program consisted of two components: fundamental
skill building in, the areas of communication and arithmetic,
social studies, and some high interest courses in urban
affairs, the legal system, and e,thnic history fur the
Latins and blacks who wanted it. Second, a half-day of
jobs in the community, either with merchants and manufac-
turers, or in social welfare agencies or elementary schools.
This was designed to acquaint students with the career
opportunities available as well as to earn some money for
them.

Governance came at three levels: (1) the parents
in the community were elected to an Advisory Board by the
members of that community. The Board met monthly to dis-
cuss the school's program. Lists of teachers and administra-
tors (from the list of certified personnel) were presented
to the Board; they would choose three for each position
open at The Opportunity Center; the superintendent was
required to hire from the list prepared by the Board.
(2) The students had a Council to handle in-school-policy
such as rules'around the school. And (3) the district
school board had final authority on all matters concerning
the school, but rarely interfered with the parent or
student group's deliberations.

. The atmosphere around , the center was relaxed as
students attended sessions or went to their jobs. The high
spot of the week wag the School Meeting, held Friday morning
in which all 100 students, staff, and administrators met
to discuss problems and to make recommendations either to
the,Council or staff.
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6. Residential Free School: The founder of the I

school believed that educaticn should be a totalistic
experience. Living and learning should be contained within
a single milieu. Furthermore, a wide age-range of students--

17 to 18--was included to increase the family-like atmosphere
.of the progrim. All nine of the staff and forty of the

fl

fifty students live on the premises; the remaining ten are
"day students" from neighboring towns.

The setting is rural. Located on 30 acres of land,
the.only signiof civilization are the twelve structures
the scnool has built plus the two buildings which belonged
to the original owner. The staff live in apartments; the
.students in a set of cabins; the cafeteria doubles as a
recreation room with classes, crafts, and drama housed in
the basement. The buildings show signs of wear; yet there
is a sense of pride since most of the structures were built
by the staff and students, with a parent (architect)
drawing up the plans.

The program resembles the urban free school, except
that life is holistic for everyone concerned. Staff Offer
courses, based on their commitments and interests. Students
may or may not attend; they may take advantage of what
is offered or create a course of their own. The high-spot
of each term, as one might expect, is the field trip
program. Older students strike out for points afar, loosely
linking their destination with some "academic" interest,
Younger students band together with staff using tne school
vans for more structured excursions usually to urban
centers. Student exchanges, similarly offer these rural
dwellers the opportunity to get into a city for a few months;
to reciprocate, the school accepts,a few students from
their urban counterpart.'

. The students resemble a band or tribe more than
upper-middle-class kids.. The life out-of-doors, with no
regulations as to bathing or grooming, gives the school a
Primitive beauty. As visitors to Summerhill (the proto-
type of the residential free school) have commented, the
students have the natural self-assuredness of living inde-
pendently with self-regulation. Since the program is
similar for boys and girls, there are few roles being
played. Boys have a gentleness and kindness about them;
the girls are tough and self-assured.

The closedness of life, has its disadvantages as
well. There is no s!going home" from problems, as is the
case with the day school. Lotions run high, especially
when the out-of-doors is unavailable, as during harsh
weather. Minof incidents are escalated to earth-shaking
dimensions in the microcosm of life at school. Students

orzo
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(as do some,staff)., .develop elaborate rituals for attaining
privacy: walks at certain tiMes of day; retreat into
unused rooms--though there are felv-or simply daydreaming,
a tuning-out process.

Decisi,ons are made jointly: new staff are interviewed
*by all 59 people. Voting "in" involves a 2/3 majority.
There is a "paper" board of directors, mainly for legal
and fund-raising purposes.

One final difliculty is recruiting a diverse student
group. Fees are $2,500 to $2,900 a year for the boarders,
$700 to $900 for the day students. Only three full scholar-
ships are available, while 20 % of the students receive
some reductions. Currently, there are no minority group
students enrolled in the school. . . .

These six types of schools represent the basic

differences among alternative schools included in this report.

As we shall see in the next section, the middle-class free

schools (Residential, Parent-Teacher Coop, Therapeutic, and

Free High School) comprise 81% of the total number in our

sample; the community schools (Freedom School), 19%.
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Growth of Alternative Schools: 346 private free and

freedom schools are included in this survey. The range of

founding dates is 2rom 1971 back to 1891. The oldest school

included is the Margaret Sibley SchoOl for Educational Research

and Demonstration, Plattsburgh, New York. It has 275 children,

ages 5 to 15. .It charges no tuition as part of the state

university system.

Figure 1 shows the remarkable growth of schools in the

last two years. Two thirds were founded in 1970 and 1971,

(194 schools), with new schools still opening or being located.

Number of New Schools

Founded by Year (1957-1971)

Figure 1.

Number
of

Schools

1957 58 59 ho n 1+5 E4

Year

,Oacas

71
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Previous to 1957 five schools fulfilling "free school" criteria

had been opened and are still functioning as of 1971. Table 1

shows the growth by year from 1957.

Year No. of Year

schools

No. of
schools

1891 - 1956 5 1965 4

1957 3 1966 6

1958 1 1967 17

1959 1 1968 19

1960 2 1969 53

1961 4 1970 119

1962 3 1971 75 (first 2 mo.

1963 3 of this aca-

1964 2 demic year.)

Table 1. Growth by Year, 1957-71

The data for the academic year 1971-72 is not yet complete.

Several schools like Alternative High School, New Orleans,

plan to open in January of this academic year.

This increase in schools--from 46 in 1967 to 436 in 1970--

is made even more dramatic when compared to the gradual increase

in conventional independent school growth. Figures supplied

by the National Association of Independent Schools .(NAIS) during

the veriod 1964:1971 indicate a slackening of pupil enrollment

increases, during the period 1969-1971:

Annual Enrollment Increases
10

1964-65 2.3% increase 1968-69 3.3% increase

1965-66 2.1 1969-70 1.8

1965-67 3.3 1970-71 1.1

1967-68 2.6

Table 2.

10Annual Statistical Report of the National Association
ol_lakendent SchoOls, IUBooston,,, Mass., 1970).

'28
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During the same period, family buying power was reduced as

indicated.by the decline of average real per capita income.

We might expect that funds available for private education--

whether pre-collegiate or university--would be reduced. Yet

if we juxtapose the rapid growth of radical alternative schools

with the decline of real income, we realize that in spite of

less finances, families are willing to pay for the special

education that free schools provide.

Alternative schools appear in states which are cosmo-

politan, urban, and industrialized. The geographic distribution

indicates that Californta (96 schools), New York (43 schools),

Massachusetts (25 schools), and Illinois (19)schools) comprise

more than half the alternative schools in the United States.

Figure 2 shows the 39 states containing at least one alternative

school in rank order as follows:

.

A111111111

%...

416H.

Mu.

.-ash

tal.

tux.

Arlx
D.C.

Ind

Md

A.M.

Or

pa,

Ark.

0.11

Utah
Kan.

K, .

6.1,

Tenn.

GA.

Ho.

Ida,

Okla.

S.C.
y.AA,

-Figure 2
Distribution of
Schools by State

In 20 .2r)
. 60 An ; 90 110
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In most states, free séhools do not find legal statutes

which regulate nonpublic schoOls a particular burden. There

appears to be no relationship between stringency of state laws

and number of Schools, since California has coMprehensive

laws yet many schools. Only in Michigan (among the 9 States

visited) did this researcher encounter programs which felt

restrained by laws. For example, the Solstice School (Ann

Arbor) was unable to hire enough teachers who were qualified

by state certification to open as a full-time school. This

may explain why other states which are equally urban and

industrialized--like Massachusetts and Illinois--have many

more free schools and Michigan ranks eleventh.

Types of Schools. Alternative schools may be classified

as boarding, day, or both; boarding schools are often located

in rural settings where they can maintain their community

atmosphere. Their numbers are small: only 21. The decision

to become- a boarding school can be a dramatic step in the life

of a school. Staff must be willing to invest their fuli

energies in a totalistic experience. Costs are higher, often

forcing these schools to take only wealthier children. Even

with scholarships, few minority chiidren are willing to leave

their home communities to live in.a '!free" boarding school

situation. Only recently have conventional boarding (prepara-

tory) schools attracted blacks., These schools are,gateyays.into

bettertuniversities a:goal which .04or'families understand.

The value for poor families of living in a non-authoritarian
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school is negligible unless some future advantages are to

be gained. This is understandable in light of the world

these families will face later.

In Figure 3 our data show that the large majority o

Ilew programs are day schools, some 308 .out of 346. Nine out

300

250

0
0

0 200
rI

150

100

50

Figure 3

Number of 4ay,

boarding, and

day-boarding schools

n =300

Type of School Day-boarding
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of the total take both boarders and day students from

surrounding communities.

Throughout the nation, boarding schools have been losing

enrollment. According to National Association of Independent

Schools, the expenses ($3,000 per year) and the proliferation

of day preparatory schools have cut into their recruitment.

Radical boarding schools suffer from the same problems.

Rural boarding schools offer travel experiences and

exchanges with more.urbanized day fr,ee schools. We may

assume that these efforts result from a need to overcome a

sense of isolation. These schools in some cases are a part

of a family commune like the-Mulberry Farm School, Pettigrew,

Arkansas; some are sChools for emotionally disturbed students,

like The Farm, Gualala, California; arid others function as

foster placement like the Stimmerhill School, Caspar, California,

which is licensed by the courts as a ;.lacement home.

Tution. :Eighty-one percent of the "free Schools"

in the United States charge some tuition ranging from a token

fee to $1,200 for a day school; $700 to $2,900 for a boarding

school. The remaining 19% are tuitionless. These include

the community freedom schools and some free schools with
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heterogeneous student groups. Figure 4 shows the distribu-

tion of fee paying versus tuitionless schools.

300

250'

200

150

100

50

Number of schools:

81% (1) charging tuition,
(2) providing scholarshipS,
(3) charging none.

\

73%

\\

19%

\\
N

Charging
Tuition

Tuitionless

Figure.

Scholarships

Of those charging tuition, 73% offer some Scholarship aid

by waiving tuition altogether, charging a reduced. rate, and/or

giving parents jobs at school. In the schools that this

observer visited, more than 50% of the students paid something

less than full tuition.

Rem:grading. Schools may be classified as elementary

schools high school ,,and combination elementar'ir-high schools.

'Slightly more than lialf of the alternative schools in our
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sample are elementary programs, one third are high schools,

and one-fifth are kindergarten to twelfth grade. Figure

5 shows the distribution by age-grading.

r-4

175,

150

125
0

w

100

0

75

50

25

Level
of School

1

Figure 5

Number of elementary schools,
51% high schools, and

elementary-high schools

n. .-...- 329

29%

N

N
20%

Elementary High Elementary-high

Size. In our analysis of the size of schools, our data

show that two-thirds of the nation's free schools reporting

have an enrollment of less than 40 pupils. In some cases this

was a conscious choice. .Remaining small and personalized

is a goal of free school life. The memories of mass education

stand laiwe in the minds of many alternative school participants.

We)e5
3 :14
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In other cases, the smallness of the school is the result

of being .new. Since our data indicate that. almost two-thirds

of all schools are less than two years old, we may assume

that there is a relationship between size and age.

Figure 6

10%

Enrollment

PeaTentage Distribution of
Schools by Pupil

Enrollment

1-19 20-39 40-59 60-79

4

80-99 100-119 120- up

n- number of students 283

The larger schools, those over 100, fall into a number

of categories. (1) They are established community schools:

Harlem Prep has 500 students; Michael Community School,

Milwaukee, 290; and E. Harlem Block Schools has 220 children.

(2) They are in some way affiliated with another organization:

Margaret Sibley School Plattsburgh, New York, 275 students,

is supported by the state university system as a laboratory

and demonstration school; and Webster College School, St. Louis,

P5
i5dA
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has 150 enrolled and is part of Webster College. Or (3)

they are.older, and/or more established progressive-style

schools: Peninsula School, Menlo Park, California has 230

children, was founded in 1925, and is more structured than

the typical free school. The same is true of the Fayerweather'

School, Cal iridge: it has 135 children, an "open classroom"

but structured program; its own specially constructed facility,

though it opened only four years ago.

Student CharaCteristics. Data on students includes two

areas: sex and ethnic composition. These schools enroll

slightly more males (55%) than females (45%). Since we have

no age breakdown, we cannot tell whether more young men come

into alternatives because of failure to conform in high school;

or whether they stay away as college and career become a

concern.

As we mentioned earlier, the free schools are mainly a

White program comprising 80% of the alternative school student

group; Blacks make up 17% but are concentrated in a few

schools. Spanish surnames comprise 2% clustered mainly in

New York City and a few schools in California, though this

state has few totally tuitionless schools for Mexican-Americans.

American Indians make up .8% and Other .03% which include

Orientals, et al.

As yet we have no hard data on student performance,

attitudes, or behaviors. We have only personal testimonies

from adults and stUdents themselves about the effects of free

41?)
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and freedom schools. One such personal source will be the

story of Elizabeth Cleaners Street School, written by partici-.

pants for publication by Random House.

We discussed, under the development of schools, the

changes that occur in students as they.participate in free

schools. At first, there is a periOd of disorientation, of

acclimatizing to new freedom. Sacond, out of a sense of bore-

dom and frustration, students become highly motivated: they

produce street drama as did the students of Freedom House,

Madison, or write a book on their school, or travel'across

country together. Finally, students move out of the school--

in a sense de-schooling themselves--intO community activities.

They start students' rights groups, work with migrant workers,

even organize other free schools.

Much research is needed into the effects of free

schooling on youngsters of all ages: in the cognitive field

(how much have they learned in both academic and apprentice-

ship areas?), in the areas of self-reliance, motivation,

self-understanding, and about group decision-making, self-

: government, and -group action.

Staff Characteristics. Free and Freedom Schools involve

adults ranging from full-time, fully paid employees to part-

time volunteers. The lines between those "loprking" at the

school and those'belping out" are not clear. Thus for a

report of this type, we must preface our discussion of staffing

by saying that staff are those individuals who take on certain

5u)
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tasks or responsibilities around the school whether they are

paid or not.

According to these general criteria, some 42% of

alternative schools-staff are men; and 58% are women. This

includes part, full, and volunteers of those schools reporting.

The ethnic composition of staff taken as a national group

i; 90% white, 7% black, again clustered in certain schools,

and 3% other

The age distributionp.as indicated in Figure 7 shows

that two-thirds of all staff are under thirty years'old.

Those between tnirty and thirty-nine are the next largest

group comprising 18% of the national sample. Then those staff

forty years and over, and those under twenty make up 8% each.

The national mean age for teachers is 37; thus niternative

school teachers as a group are considerably younger.

Our figures o.n numbers of staff are vague because of*

the difficultie6 involved with defining who is and who is not

staff. Many schools, particularly the teacher-parent.coop-

erative efforts, may or may not include parents as "staff"

even though they-function as such. Few alternative schools

could function without voluntary supporters doing innumerable

jobs like bookkeeping, legal work, fund-raising. Few of these

people would appear on a staff roster. Our figures show

2,584 staff reported, 1,671 full-time, 913 part-time, and

practically all schools indicated the use of "volunteers."

Staff recruitment includes formal procedures in some

schools. Notices are posted, interviews held, and decisions

38
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made, often by staff, parents, and students alike. Often

there is a personnel committee of some form which handles

the preliminary screening. A vote of the entire board and/or

school decides on staff employment. In other schools, the

staff is taken from those adults who are present. These

may include university students and professors on a part-

time basis, VISTA types, and so on.

Movement Characteristics. Alternative education forms

a national effort. *Data to confirm the scope of the phenomenon

is at present more impressionistic than empirical. We can

point to the numerous "dducational switchboards," and

"clearinghouses," functioning currently. We can count the

many regional conferences on alternative schools in particular

and life-styles in general, Jte exchange of personnel,

materials, and ideas. We can note the number of schools

resembling one another, the proliferation of manuals, books,

and reports on free and freedom schools. Even the fact that

sales of Neill's Summerhill have reached a million copies

since 1968 would indicate the growth of a national awareness

and interest in alternative education. But at best, these

are proxy for what some analysts have called a "movement."

Regional clearlagelses perform a number of central

functions for alternative schools. A recent survey showed

about 24 such groups were aiding local schools in the following

activities.

MK\
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1. Student and Macher Placement: 50% were acting as a
communications link between schools which needed pupils and/or
teachers, and people who needed a school.

2. Publication of a Newsletter: Out of the 20 clearing-
houses responding to a survey,.15 were publishing a monthly
to weekly newsletter containing placement information, mailing
lists of other schools and alternutiveG in the area, and some
expository and poetic writing.

3. Making of films, slides, and/or prints: six of the
groups were making some audio-visual materials for distribution.

4. Financial support for schools: Few clearinghouses
have funds for distribution to schools. The SEED Foundation
has given some support. SEED Foundation was established by
John Holt and others to channel private funds to alternative
schools.

5. Program support: A number of clearinghouses collect
and distribute ideas and materials among schools. They do so
by producing magazines, etc. They are also available for
personal meetings.

6. Operating a school: At least one clearinghouse
supports a free school.

7. Teacher training and/or retraining: Clearinghouses
become involved in preparing teachers to enter alternative
schools. Some of these groups were formed and maintained by
former public school teachers.

In Table 3
*

we see the various functions performed

by the clearinghouses which responded to our query. The

most common function is that of publishing-a newsletter;

second is teacher and pupil placement, and third, program

support.

The books and other printed materials on alternative

schools have accelerated in the last year. Alternative

Schools: A Practical Manual and Now Schools: A Directory of

Alternative Schools are the most recent publications geared to

assisting'schools in their awareness of common interests and

*'
See Appendix
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problems, Similarly, Jonathan Kozol's book, Free Schools,

lists over 600 sources for helping new schools; it will

be published this spring.

Personal accounts of particular school experiences are

forthcoming. Students, staff, and parents of.Elizabeth

Cleaners Street School areTublishing a book soon on how

their school was founded and what their problems and successes

have been.

Like other national efforts, the free and freedom school

thing may peak and drop off. It is still too early to see

how broad and deep the programs are going. The importance

of this national effort will.be measured in a number of different

ways. By how many new schools are created and maintained;

by the impact these schools have on thbir communities and

the conventional schools in their areas; by the future of

alternative systems in general; and by the lives of those who

participate in the alterhative schools program.

In this chapter, we have moved deductively, examining

first the shared ideology of free and freedom schools; second

the differing pregrams which have resulted, third, case studies

of these programs, and fourth, the survey data on private

alternative schools. We culminated our description with

mention of the national movement.

42 tOi"
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of Alternative School Growth

In this section we shall discuss the birth of alterna-

tive schools, the people involved in their creation, the phases

they go through as they mature, and their survival rates.

This over-view will provide a sense of thrust and energy which

these alternative schools enjoy.

A. "THE SPARK OF LIFE." That moment of conception,

when the thought of starting a school and the actions necessary

come together, is as personal and mysterious as any creative

act. It may occur accidentally: "We just met one afternoon,

a group of us students, and one of us looked around, and said,

'This looks like a school!'"1 It may occur quite consciously:

"My husband gnd I put an advertisement in the newspaper. Up

to the last week, no one answered. Then at the very last min-

ute, as students faced the possibility of entering local high

schools, they found us."2 It may evolve: "At first we were

a community center. Kids kept hanging around, you know. We

were VISTA people looking for a program. So we became a school." 3

1
Field notes, Milwaukee, September 29, 1971.

2
Field notes, San Francisco, September 22, 1971.

3
Field notes, Newark, N.J., October 8, 1971

36
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Theodore Lowi, political scientist at the University of

Chicago, has termed the conception of a social movement the

_spark of life, "that sensitive moment when'people find some

4
basis of interaction.- This "moment" may be precipitated by

a change in the objective situation--a crisis at school or

home, or by a shift in 'values, as may have resulted from the

civil rights or peace movements. Whatever the causes (and we

shall return to some of them when we discuss the philosophy

of the alternative movement), about 40i) radical departures

from conventional education have been attempted in.America

alone. Only intensive studies, case by case, could fully docu-

ment the gestation and birth of these schools. Needless to

say, it is the coming together of general discontent, willing

initiators, the germ of an idea; and a change in values or in

the objective situation.

B. THE INITIATORS. Central to the creation of new

schools are those special individuals who as entrepreneurs

or leaders-by-accident motivate those around them. "The

leaders must share with special intensity the fellow feeling

that is creating the new primary group. But they must also

function as a channel of communication."5 It is the dual role

as initiator and communicator that permits the founder of a

new program to involve people both within the circle of parti-

cipants and those on the fringes of the organization.

4Theodore Lowi, The Politics of Disorder, (New York:
Basic Books, 1971), 41.

5 Ibid., 42.
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This observer has isolated six sets of initiators.

Besides demonstrating .the diversity of types involved, this

effort will be useful in discusning the growth. of schools, as

there is a definite relationship between the category of person

starting the school and its eventual function and shape:

1. Educator(s): Refugee educators from the public system

are a prime source of initiators of new schools. They know

students, "schools," and: 'to a varying degree, pedagogy. Often

they have been "burned" by the public system. It is estimated

that some of the best literature of the movement is 'personal

accounts of how the authors had been chastised and in some

cases fired for trying innovative techniques. In The Way it

Spozed to Be, James Herndon, author and main character, got

the axe: "It was right then that I really understood I was

being fired," he wrote. Mr.. Grisum, the principal, was at his

best:

He.spoke to the point; the children were not
in their seats on time, they did not begin
lessons promptly, many of them sat around doing
nothing, there was not an atmosphere conducive
to study, no effort was made to inculcate good
study tabits, there was no evidence of thorough
preparation of lessons or goals. I appeared to
encourage activities that were opposed to the
efforts of the faculty in general, I appeared
eager to discuss with students matters irrelevant
or unfit for the classroom, I had no control
over their actions, and I steadfastly rejected
aid and advice from experienced people.6

6
James Herndon, The*Way it Spozed to Be, (New York:

Bantam Books, 1965), 172.

.0 45
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All of this in spite of Herndon's being the only teacher in

the school whose students did not literally riot in the latter

part of the term.

Jonathan Kozol was also a casualty of the public schools.

He was "released" for teaching a Langston Hughes poem, "Ballad

of the Landlord." It was not on the approved list, contained

bad grammar:

Landlord, landlord,
My roof has sprung a leak.
Don't you 'member I told you about it
Way last week?, etc.

and was a symbol of Kozol's "defiance" of the rules of the

Boston Schools. It was ia light of his actions that the prin-

cipal, "Miss , properly carrying out her responsibility

to all the pupils and to their parents, admonished the neophyte

teacher for his persistent deviations from the course of study,"

to quote 2 letter from the School Committee's lawyer, T.S.

Eiseastadt. Y(1 in the same letter, Kozol was described as

having "an enthusiastic spirit," "initiative, and other fine

qualities."
7

Numerous alternative schools have sprung from the efforts

of teachers like Herndon and Kozol. The Rockland Project School,

Blauvelt, New York, for example, was the work of Susan and

Norman Baror.--both certified teachers. The very mention of

7Jonathan Kozol, Death at an Early Age, (Yew York:
Bantam Books, 1968), 229-231.
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forming a free school caused them to be fired; they were left

with little choice. They opened their school.

It has been the Impression of this analyst that schools

founded and maintained by teachers are more stable than those

opened either by students or-parents. Teachers can devote full

time to the program, a key consideration in the ever-changing

milieu of a new school. They can offer some continuity from

year to year; and they have an opportunity to develop a working

philosophy for shaping the school program.

2. Community Organizer(s): The job of community organ-

izer has changed since the early sixties. With the growth Of

autonomy and pride within neighborhoods, organizers--especially

those, of different ethnic and class backgrounds--have found it

increasingly difficult and/or undesirable to work in some areas.

White VISTA organizers are less welcome in black neighborhoods.

Even Saul Alinsky has shifted to the white ethnic commmnities,

after some "success" in black areas a decade ago. In at least

one case, a team of VISTA people in Newark, New Jersey opted

to open a white, working-class free school, Independence High,

in thP Ironbound neighborhood. This choice was not made easily;

several organizers felt that running a school was too removed

from the problems of the total community.

In Milwaukee when the Bishop decided to close seven

elamentary parochial schools, organizers prepared the commun-

ities to keep the schools open under the parents' control.

Budgets were reduceo, staff shuffled, and the schools continued:

St. Michael's School became the Michael's Community School,
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St. Leo's, Leo's Community School, etc. The communities were

even able to establish a central office, the Federation of

Milwaukee Independent Schools, through an 0E0 grant. The

Federation handles fund raising and coordination for its seven

community schools.

3. Parent(s): As we have discussed under the Teacher-

Parent Cooperative model, parents form a highly concerned group

in the creation of new schools. Usually middle-class, often

university-affiliated, they have the time and money to invest

in education particularly tailored to their children's needs,

as they define them. It is interesting that for the first time

in history, tbe middle class is financially secure enough to

support a school which flies in the face of traditional middle-

class values. These new schools stress non-competition,

non-achievement orientation, and non-structure.

Parent schools--without some hired help--have rarely

succeeded. The merry-go-round of adults scheduled into the

school day places a burden on young children; the demands on

parents' time makes coordination a nightmare; the absence of

particular skills--like the teaching of reading--becomes appar-

ent. These difficulties lead to the introduction of at least

one full-time staff member. At this point, the dynamics of

the school have changed. How much autonomy and power should be

awarded this individual? When should he be consulted? On whit

issues?

The Family Community School "grew out of the desire of

a small group of Milwaukee parents to provide an education for
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their children outside the traditional (public or private)

school system." It had "no full-time teachers, only parents

and University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee students rotating as

resource people."8 But as we had predicted under our Parent-

Teacher Cooperative model, the need "for a central coordinator

was recognized and will be part of the school next year.

4. Student(s): The collective crises in the lives of

a group of high school students catalyzes them into action:

at some point the decision is made to form a "school community."

Five students met in July of 1969 to consider

ways of effecting constructive change in the
present educational system. Subsequent meetings
led to a decision to create an educational
community which would enable students to find
and intypret wider and more meaningful ex/er-

iences."

After the initial decision, students "seek, select, and hire

the faculty and staff."
11 They elect the governing board of

the school, set policy, and administer the entire affair.

In the several cases of student-initiated free schools,

this observer has witnessed a high degree of cohesion among the

students, usually about 40 in number. The source of tension in

8First Year Review of an Alternative School," (Mimeo,

July, 1971), 1.

9Ibid., 9.

10Milwaukee Independent School: &Description, (Mimeo,

July, 1970), 1

11Ibid.
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such schools, however, canters around the power distribution

between staff and students. As each new year begins, the

newly recruited students look to staff for direction and struc-

ture; the staff has learned to let the students run the show.

Or as one staff member told me, "This is the kids' school! If

they don't want to do anything, that's okay. But I'm getting

bored. I have needs too. And I need to r.!r- things happen

around here."
12 This stress is never fully resolved in a stu-

dent-run school. But the tendency is for staff to fill vacuums

and to provide more structure as the years pass.

5. PublicSes: Ihe history of educational

change within the public school system is a topic for another

study. We should mention, however, a few cases of initiators

vb.-) rare successful in gaining their objectives: alternative

schools within the system.

The innovator in the public sphere must play his game

within the organizational ballpark. He must concretize his

ideas in configurations which superintendents and board members

will understand. This will mean drafting a "proposal" which

includes relevant data on costs, benefits, facilities, staffing,

time-scheduling, plans and alternative plans. This may further

mean some lobbying to sway key board members and central office

staff into his camp. The limitations on the extent of experi-

mentation are based on the ievel of pressure both inside and'

outside the system for chAnge. (It also helps if other "leader"

districts and states are doing it.)

12Field Notes,- Berkeley, California, September 23, 1971.

(IA
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Thus, when Mr. John O'Dowd, Jr., Director of Secondary

and Vocational Education for the New Orleans schools, requested

the tnitiation of a "school without walls," he had a number

of.advantages: iirst, Philadelphia and Chicago had launched

similar projects successfully. Second, there was Title I, ESEA

funding available. Third, there was pressure in the system

and city to curb the high drop-out rate in inner-city schools.

And finally, he could count oa support from Assistant Super-

intendent M.F. Rosenberg.

Berkeley, Ctlifornia presents a spectacular case of

educator-initiated alternative programing. Not one, but a

whole system of free and freedom schools was created through

an Office of Education grant of $3.6 million. "Berkeley

Unified School District proposes to establish 24 separate alter-

native schools in a comprehensive K-12 plan in two attendance

zones in the District involving nearly five thousand pupils."13

These schools may be grouped into those stressing (1) racial

pride and Consciousness [Black House, La Casa de al Raza,

Odyssey], (2) special interest areas [Community High School--

arts; Environmental Studies Program), (3) skill orientation

[On Target--careers; West Campus Alternative--studies and

employment; East Campus--a continuation school], (4) parent

control [Kilimanjaro], (5) open_glitanols [John Muir Child

13,
Experimental Schools Educational Plan," submitted tothe U,S. Office of Education, May 21, 1971 by Berkeley Unified

School District, Office of Project Planning and Development,8.
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Development Center; Other Ways], (6) a multi-cultural experiente

[Franklin Multi-cultural, Agora], and (7) a mixed fOrial and

informal program [Jefferson Three-part Model]:

It is difficult to identify all the initiators ih the

Borkeley experiment. Teachers were involved: "Several years

ago in Berkeley, individual educators began carving out alterna-

tives for students who were chafing at the regular educational

mold and teachers who were anxious to try otner ways of making

the learning program come alive.
"14

Likewise, the efforts of many administrators,.from the

general superintendent, the research and development staff,

`and building principals are required to apply for a $3.6 million

grant.

. Also, we should not ignore the "Competition" from private

alternatives like Walden, Hedge, and Bay High School.

However, the thrust for change does noe always come Irom

higher up. In San Francisco, Opportunity I ihd II were launched

by a small group of teachers led by Marcia Perlstein. "Central

tO Our puposes," a posit:Lon paper goes,

is the desire to foster a communit-y spirit which
generates personal commitment to the sChool, family
and larger communi-u. In order twachieve these
ends we intend to implement a stud6nt-centered,
program which simultaneously follo*s real-world
and academic orientation enabling our graduateb
to have the widest number of available options
open to them.15 .

14"Experimental Schools in Berkeley," September, 1971,
(pamphlet to families), 1

15,1Opportunity II: A New Vision," (Mimeo, January 21, 1971,
revision), 1, para. 2.

tc,19
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In at least one case, a group of parents in St. Paul,

Minnesbta, PrOdded the sys.Lem into creating one alternative

school wiihih the system, The St. Paul Open .School, with 500

sttidents,

But in the final analysis, it is the professional educator

whether high or low in the bureaucracy, who is in the strategic

posltion for initiating educational change. He has the troops:

some 55 million staff and students; he has.the resources,

$42.5 billion total; and he has the opportunities, if he will

take advantage of them.

.6., Private Organization Lehder(s): Finally, numerous ,

alternatives have been started by individuals not directly in-

volved with an educational enterprise, but who become interested

through their own philanthropic, social welfare, .or business

interests. The American Friends Service Committee, for examplc,

was instrumen,tal in involving Urban Research Corporation and

the Board of .Education in establishing Metro School, the nation's

second "school without walls."

The Institute for Rational Living, New ',fork City, opened.

The Living School to implement some of their approaches to

therapy..

In Madison, Wisconsin, a professor at the University of

Wisconsin wrote a proposal to Ford, which included about

$75,000.for an experimental.school. Under an arrangement with

the Board of.Educatlon,'the-University channeled Ford money

into MalcolmPOShatmzz Memorial High School, technically an
4

extension of Madison's public East High School.

53
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With initial funding by the Ford Toundation
the school's program was approved by the Madison
Hoard of Education'to operate on a pilot basis
from January 25, 1971, to June 4, 1971. During
this pilot-planning semester, the school is
operating with a student body of 67 students
and a core teaching staff of five certified
teachers. Dr. Wank, Benson, Principal of
East pigh School, is the school's administrative
head:I6

In this base, the press for innovation came from a group out-

side the system itself.

Universities, perhaps.more than any other institution,

have been most involved in the alternative school mOvement.

Schools of education, for example, offer courses in alternatives;

their students become interested and work part-time in store-

front schools, street academies, and free schools. Professors,

too, may take an active interest in suah programs. Often they

want to .place their children in one. This observer visited

a professor's home near the campus of a major sidwest university.

He was out. Three hours later, he returned. He had been

repairing the bathroom of his son's free school, while his

child was off camping with his classmates. -

whomever the initiators may bewhether professionals

or parents, adults or students, community organizers or univer-

sity professorsthe first step, the ignition of the spark of

iife is perhaps the most difficult stage in the development

of an alternative schwa. The break with the past, with conven-

tion, is never easy. The remarkable thing is that so many

people have reached that point and have started alternative

schools.

Y16"Eva1uation, Malcolm (X] Shabazz Memorial High,"
(MimeograOled, MadiSon, Wiscdnsin, 1970), 2.
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C. DEVELOPMENTAL PHASES: Free schools move through

three phases in their."natural life cycle." These phases are

The Early Phase: Disorientation, The Organizational Phase,

and The Institutional Phase. The key variables affecting the

Initiation and culmination of each stagc appear to be (1)

the changing needs of the students and (2) staff in each devel-

opmental stage, (3) the dynamics of the groups and sub-groups

which evolve, and (4) most generally, the development--or lack

of development--of organizational structures to carry out the

functions of the school.

The Early Phase: Disorientation

New schools complain about the same problems:

--Students who don't know what to do with their new-found

freedoms..
.

, At Fernwood School, near Portland, Oregon, children

"reveled in their new liberty" . . . which meant that students

drifted away during classes, leaving teachers teaching by them-

selves.
17

At Summerhill, Neill reports that new students repeat the

life-cycle of the school. At first, they must get over their

'hatred of their forner school before they can participate in

this one. "The recovery time is proportionate to the hatred

their last school gave them,"18

17Elizabeth Monroe brews, "Fernvood," from Radical School
Reform, Gross and Gross, eds., (New York: Simon h Schuster, 1970),
1-6157

18
A.S. Neill, Summerhill, (New York: Hart. 1960), 5.
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--Staff who face unclear roles.

Action-oriented adults clash with students during the

early phase. Students need time off; adults need to get-going.

Or "sometimes, a new'member of staff will react to freedom very

49

ta. Bay High, Berkeley, Joan Levinson reported that stu-

dents can't be rushed. They have to "recover" from years of

bring pushed around. This first stage takes about a year--

of doing virtually nothing and becoming bored. When the stu-

dent realizes that no one is going to force him to do anything,

he may want to do things for himself. This ends the first

stage, for the student, and collectively, for the school,

perhaps.

much as children react: he may be unshaved, stay abed too long

of mornings, even break school laws. Luckily, the living out

of complexes takes a much shorter time for adults than it does

for children,"19 Neill reports.

The'early stage of school development often requires a

charismatic 1 ,r to initiate the program.. This "authority

of the extraordinary and personal gift of grace (charisma), the

absolutely personal devotion and personal confidence in revela-

tion, heroism, or other qualities of individual leadership"
20

while often necessary in catalyzing the project into life may

19 Ibid., 21

20From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, N.H. Gerth and
C. Wright Mills, eds,, (New York: bxferd University Press,
1946), 79.
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retard stable growth. This may explain the high turnover of

staff during.the first few years. The exuberant leader at the

onset is replaced by a less dynamicbut steadier--person who

can maintain the new school.

--Student and staff groupings based on conflict and cohesion.

Since these new schools are small and intimate, and since

the people involved are going throLgh an exciting experience

together, the group dynamics play an important part in creating

and stabilizing the school during the early phase. -There is a

balance, according to Herbert Thelen, between the emotional needs

of the group members and the press for decisive actions. "With

all members having their own hidden agendas [based on their

individual needs] to work on, there mnst be some sort of reality

outside the group, some purpose over and above the concerns of

each individual to which attention can be directed."
21 It is

the process of group purpose attainment which occupies the

school--staff and students and parents--during these early months.

--The Development of organizational structUres to carry out goals.

Schools at this stage resemble social movements. There

are few rules, little structure, high affect, and few routines.

While this modus operandi may be exciting, it is inefficient and

costly in terms of emotional and physical resoulces. The need

21Herbert A. Thelen, Dynamics of Groups at Work, (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1954), 253.
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cerc,nIzatiunal structure has been echoed hy many new school

participantm. The Family School (Milwaukee) moved toward the

hJekng of full-time staff to ease the stress of parental vol-

teers. Pay High (2erkeley) published a school course catalog

to facilitate activities of both students and staff. The

Coop Schoul (Madison, Wisconsin) became a teacher-run school.

It is this move from social movement to social organization

that characterizes many new schools.

(1-crrani7ational Phacc:

--Students become involved with the activities and the operation

of the school.

Out of a sense of boredom at first and gonuine interest

later on, the students become more "self-regulated" as they

f*nd enjoyment in participation. Drews describes the process:

At Yirst he lay claim to the merry-go-round,
where he would lie for hours watching the clouds
or waving at the occasional taxpayer who drove by.
Gradually he gained peace of mind and overcame his
aversion to school to the extent that he could
cross the threshold.and enter the classroom . .

His next venture was to become social. As a
beginning, he learned to play chess, occasion-
ally beating his teachers at the game they taught
him, and finally became an excellent conversa-
tionalist.4

By this time, students at EliZ4beth Clearners Street

School, New York City, have been running their program for over

a year. .Having moved from the West,Side to. the Village, they

22Drews, 261.
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are now meeting in tho actors' resting room of the Mercer

Theatre. When the theater manager complained about the noise,

the students, with a few staff fell into silence for a meting.

No one conducted it. Rather each spoke, without interruption,

when he had something to say. They hal met so often about school

problems that "decision-mhking" came automatically.

--The staff has reached a balance between a concern for student

autonomy and personal needs.

In the organizational phase, some formal (e.g. 'classes)

andrinformal (e.g. friendships) structures have been created to

:facilitate the need-fulfillment of staff and students. "Under-

-Standings" have been worked out as to which areas are of major

concern to staff--"matters of health and safety are staff respon-

.sibilities"23--and which are directed by students. Finally,

the gray areas.in between are under constant negotiation as

-issues, students, and staff change.

Lowi stresses the change in leadership style as the group

moves from being a movement to an organization. Often the origi-

nal charismatic leader is replaced by the "administrator" who

can structure both the reality and theories of the group.

"Rationalization of organizational goals and of appropriate

member behavior' become articulated as a single continuum of

-theory,"24 Lowi explains. The sect has become the denominatidn;

charisma has'become systematized.

23"Collins Brook School," (Printed brochure, 1971), para. 4.

2 4Lowi, 46.
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--Groups aro functioning both formally as committees, classes,

and informally as friendship groups and support groups.

Schools in the organizational phase are meeting with pre-

dictable regularity. General meetings of parents and staff may

be meeting to settle policy and fiscal issues in a routinized

manner. Students and staff are deciding in-school problems in

weekly session: Mechanisms are functioning for the operation

of the school.

Since most free schools are small, even during the second

phase (about 50 students), the importance of being ih a friend-

ship group is central. By the second or third year, students

have established cliques. Newcomers, once again re-enacting the

life history of the school, wander around lost for a few months

until they are absorbed into a group ov,leave. Few can remain

unattached and stay; Theorists of organizational behavior stress

the importance of "informal" structures in the'operation,of an

organization. Rather than being based on status, age, or position,

these relationships are-based on mutual concern on the personal

level.

--The school has become an organization with sene'bureaucratic

structure and leader-follower relationships.

Usually, a "director" has. been selected with some centers

of powerand decision-making acquired.. Though the structure May

be simple compared to other product7oriented corporations, the

school has taken on "division of labor," a hierArchy, some roles,

etc. Participants M y be AiVided as to "Old guard""and "new-

comers." Traditions begin to appear.

f;°
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The 1n3tituttonal Phase

Though few free schools in the Untted States are old

enough to become an institution, we can examine some of the

"radical" schools of the thirties and forties to see what happens

to such a school that survived.

Walden School, Berkeley, is an example of a school which

has become an institution. A full-blown board Of directors,

contrr'led by some of the "old families," makes policy. Newcomers

understand the sense of tradition and are "socialized" into the

organization.

The facilities have become an important part of organiza-

tional life. Walden had purchased two corner lots and had demol-

ished the old buildings, replacing them with new 'Jnes "especially

designed for our needs." Changes in the program (when they come)

require a renovation of the structures involved. Thus when

Walden combined three grades (first through third) into'one unit,

they had to knock out a wall between two classrooms.

The staff at Walden is bimodal: a group of old-timers who

were part of the school from the beginning and some newcomers.
,

Peninsula School, Palo Alto, California, was'the oldest

progressive school included in this study. It was started by

'some Quakers and local parents:

In1925the founding group of parents and teachers
. began t6 create in Peninsula School an opportunity

. for.children to "learn by doing," [a la Dewey] to
discoVer their 6wn personalities and outlets for
their intellectual and emotional lives. First-
hand-problem solving'and free deCision makiag were
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counted (In to "foster sociAl responsibility,
tolerance and generosity.""

Caaracteristically, institutionalized schools are larger,

for example, Peninsula has 220 students and 30 full-time staff:

funding has settled into n pattern, unfortunately, usually depen-

dent an tuition, which eliminates lower-class children. And a

school of this size requires an office staff, some bureaucratic

procedures, and less sense of experimentation and excitement.

Children of alumni attend. Certain traditions must be

upheld from one year to the next.

Whether many "free schools" will reach this final stage

is at this point unknown. Already several "free schools" have

purchased facilities, one costing $50,000. But others have

phased themselves out of existence. The students become bored

with school qua school and begin to move into the community:

some organizing "student rights groups" in public schools; others

going off ta form their own schools for other students; others

going onto communes.

At this stage, the school ceases to hold classes: rather

the building becoMes a base of operation for community programs.

In the opinion of this observer, this third stage--the community-

oriented one--is useful to students and staff alike. It is the

final acknowledgment that schooling means involvement, that

as basically middle-class (or even poorer) students, there are

greater problems in the world ihan running a school. This moVe

from introversion to extroversion may be the final'stage to

dissolution.of the structure of-schooling. We should understand

25Peninsula School -"Brochure," (Menlo Park, Calif., 1970), 3.

f,2 \D co
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however, that schools and pupils do not reach stage three with-

out having gone through n disorientation Foriod, a time for

getting "one's head together''--individut..y and collectively--

and a. phase of activity and growth before members are mady to

move into the community.

D. SURVIVAL RATES. As we have .seen, the creation of

free schools occurs at that miraculous moment when the right

person(s) comes together with other like-minded people, under

circumstances of similar interests. We have examined the cate-

gories of initiators, noting that there is no typical free or

freedom school organizer. We looked briefly at the three phascs

through which these schools go: disoriented, organizational,

and institutional, and 'the forces which'..may push schools from

one to another.

In light of all these "barriers" and "unknowns," we might

expect the fatality rate among free and freedom schools to be

high. This is not the cases Somehow about 88% of all schools

survive. The erroneous statement (that free schools on the aver-

age last only 18 months), printed last year in The New Schools

Exchange Newsletter, is based on a movement which is hardly 18

months old itself. Our data show that over half of the free

schools were started in September 1970. It would be impossible

to come up with a figure of 18 months from schools which are

still existing after only-one year.

Though there are numerdus internal difficulties in the life

of any new school, as our .threeephases .indicate, the choice
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between battling on or returning to tho public schools (for

many people) is no choice at all. Second, as Goodman has indi-

cated, the fundamental structure of a school is simple: a

group of younger people getting together with some interested

adults. The remainder of the superstructure trappings, and

gyrations are seen as ways of obfuscating the true function of

education. Thus as long as the personal relationships among

participants remain, survival as a "school" is not difficult.

F4
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Conventional Functions of Unconventional Schools

In this chapter we shall examine thn alternative schools

by somo conventional dimensions of school operation:

A. Program
B. Governance
C. Finances
D. Legal Considerations

Within all Ipur dimensions, we shall see a common thread of

innovation which reflects both the shared ideology of these

schools and their struggle for survival.

A. PROGRAM

The behavior of students and staff within a school will

be examined in this section from a series of perspectives.

First, we shall discuss the structure of program components;

i.e. time, space, and activities. Second, we shall examine the

relative emphases on academic success; and third, the degree of

political involvement and thrust within types of alternative

schools..

1. The Structuring of Time, Space,and Activities:

Schools fill a broad spectrum in the structuring of time. At

one end of the continuum, we have the traditional program,

described by University of Chicago professor Philip Jackson

as "a place where things often happen not because students want

5g



them to, but because it is time for them to occur."/ Silberman

likens tho teacher in tuch schools to a "timekeeper." 2

Adherence to a timetable means that a great
deal of tim,3 is wasted, the experiencing of
delay being one of the inevitable outcomes
of traffic management. No one who examines
classroom life carefully can fail to be aston-
ished by the proportion of the students' time
that is taken up just waiting. The time is
rarely used productively. Hence in the ele-
mentary grades, an able student can be absent
from school for an entire week and, quite
literally, catch up with all he has missed in
a single morning.3

While Silberman believes that schools saste time by attempting

to capture and control it, Kohl, in addition, sees the struc-

turing of time as a device for narrowly controlling the lives

of children: "I watched closely and suspiciously, realizing

that the tightness of time that exists in elementary schools

has nothing to do with the quantity that must be learned or

children's needs. It represents the teacher's fear of loss of

control and is nothing but a weapon used to weaken the solidarity

and opposition of the children that too many teachers uncon-

sciously dread."4

At the radical end of the time continuum is the a-temporal

school in which events occur spontaneously as a result of school

1Philip Jackson, Life in the Classroom, (New York: Holt
Rinehart and Winston, 1968).

2
Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom, (New York:

Random House, 1970), 123.

3
Ibid.

4
Herbert Kohl, 36 Children, (New York: New American Library,

1967), 21
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members living together. Staff and students plan moments

during their day when events are made to happen. Time is

loosely enough arranged so that once programs begin, they are

free to carry through to their conclusions.

In the elementary free school, there is little struc-

turing of time. Students arrive at school in the morning and

leave in the afternoon. During the day, students are free to

involve themselves in activities at their own pace and on thcir

own schedule. Staff stand by to assist students in whatever

areas they choose. As the children tire of one activity, they

move on to another, sometimes at the suggestion of another

child or a teacher.

In the free high school, the emphasis is on the activi-

ties, not on the time taken by an event. Students spend days

or even weeks working on projects without concern for the time

involved. For example, students at Freedom House, Madison,

Wisconsin, wrote, produced and performed a play for groups

throughout the state. Three months work went into the program.

At Bay High School, students and staff have devoted many months

to equipping their new building for their use. The work went

on continually.

The use of time is dependent, as we shall see, on the

decision made on the allocation of space and the choice of

activities. For the traditional school, time controlS activi-

ties. In the free school, activities and the use of space

structure time.

C7
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In the .use of space alternative schools show great ingen-

uity. Unlike:the conventional school--where space.is used to

house rows of desks for common tasks--free schools,divide space

A

into functional areas which change with the.interests of par-

ticipants. .If the program is limited to one room, partitions

are built from bookshelves, curtains', and partial walls to

create "corners" for reading, math, science, hard play, quiet

games and so on.. For example, The Hedge School, Berkeley,

has converted the basement of a church into a wonderland of

'activity areas. The school "room" can support numerous activi-

ties simultanecuSly, each with its own area, equipment, and

atmosphere. When several rooms are available, all can be used

to permit a flow of activities. The Free School, New Orleans,

is blessed with nine rooms indoors antheight areas out-of-doors

With 42 children enrolled, the.program has ample space for

simultaneous sets of.activities;

A third approach uses the community as a classroom.

Parkway SChool (Philadelphia), Metro School (Chicago), and

Gateway School (New Orleans), America's fivst three.public

experimental "schools without walls," were created with the

concept of predominantly using community facilities as the

classroom; This use of spatial arrangements, according to its

originator, Englishman John Bremer, is based on the belief

that though."American schOols imagine students learn best in'

a special building separate from the community," in fact:
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This has created a refuge in which students
and teachers do not need to explore, only
to accept. . Within the "boxes" of school houses
and classrooMs, life is self-regulating, with
no relation to anything outside itselt, so it
becomes a fantasy; it becomes unreal.°

With much "free" space in alternative schools students often

yearn for some. private Space of their own. This need has been

answered.in some interesting ways. The Warehouse School in

Boaton, for example, has built a 4'x4'x4' cubicle for each:

student. He may decorate it, place rugs in it, put furniture

in it, or leave it plain. Several students cut holes between

. their spaces so they could crawl through. This observer by

mistake wandered into one of these cubicles and promptly an

outraged eight-year-old 'ordered him out.

Free schools often fill their large spaces developmentally,

The Warehouse School divided off areas for hard recreation such

as a wired-off "room" for volley-ball, designed lofts, built

rooms for music and science, and so on. Bay High School,

Berkeley, used a large garage for a broad range of purposes:

machine shop, wood and printing shop, drama, candle-making,

and dance. The -Learning Place had an empty room. "When the

students decide what they want," Walt Senterfitt explained,"it

will get filled." Eventually, as the students got organized, a

loft was built--a sign of the culmination of the Early Phase:

Disorientation, discussed earlier..

5
Joan Kent, "School Without Walls," The States-Item,

New Orleans, Tuesday, May 25, 1971, 20.
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HIGH

Time Differentiation

CELL "A"

Therapeutic Schools
Metro High School

CELL "B"

(Conventional
Education)

CELL "D"

(Most Free Schools
begin here)

The Learning Place
School

CELL "C"

(Open Classroom
Schools)

Harlem Prep

Lqw

Time Differentiation

Figure S. A Matrix of Time and
Space Differentiation, Showing the
Location of Sample Schools.

The degree of structured activity will affect the use

of space and time. The traditional school cell (B) has a cata-

log of courses, which requires that rooms be assigned. The,

relationship between time and space is direct and highly inter-

related. Students and staff are expected to be in a particular
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place at a pre-specified time (custodialism). In cell (D)

the extreme is anarchy: no differentiation of time or Space.

Some free schools early in their career operate with few
A

temporal or spatial commitments. The Learning Place School

of San Francisco has remained relatively unstructured both

in the'time and space dimensions, though the 4,000 Square foot

room is being accommodated to the needs of the members. Lofts

are being built, a theater area constructed, and a room.set

, aside for music.

;.--Cell (A) represents high'time and low space differentia-

tion. ,
Thus,,though a participant is scheduled at a specific

place, the location is undifferentiated. The model of the

tutorial, .the therapeutic schools, and the "school without

walls" fit this description. The highly developed use of space

-iith few time constraints as suggested by the "workshop" would

place schools like Harlem Prep (New York City) and open class-

room schools in cell (C). The Prep offers a variety of learning

areas'in, super-market fashion in which students shop for their

own program: Often in free high schools, only one activity is

planned for any 'one time. So if a student is not interested,

he can stay home or sit around and talk. Lower schools give

students some freedom of choice, but not the option to leave.

The physical dangers to children who might walk out of school

are too great.
6

6
.

alternative high schools continue the concept of
in locoparentis; elementary schools do by necessity.

"t

it,'
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Freedom is built into the lower school by means of options

within the room or rooms. Students often generate activities

with or without adult support. It is in this milieu of the

loWer schools that the openness of time, place, and situation

come together.

The natural blending of time, space, and action is cap-

tured by Featherstone's description of England's Westfield

Infhnt School:

If you arrive early, you find a number of children
already inside, reading, painting, playing music,
tending pets. Teachers sift in slowly and begin

working with students. Apart from a religious
assembly (required by law), it's hard to say just

when school actually begins because there is very
little organized activity for a whole class. The

puzzled visitor sees some small group work in
mathematics ("maths") or reading, but mostly chil-
dren are on their own, moving about and talking

freely . . . .

The physical layout of the classroom is markedly

different. American teachem; are coming to appre-

ciate the importance of a flexible room, but
even in good elementary schools in the United
States this usually means having movable, rather
,than fixed, desks. In the Westfield School there

are no individual desks and no assigned places.

Around the room there are different tables for

'different activities: art, water and sand play,

number work.7

The developmental phases mentioned earlier might indi-

cate that as schools grow and mature, there develops more struc-

ture. This appears from observation and testimony to be the

case. Some school structure at the elementary level appears.

7Joseph Featherstone, Schools Where Children Learn,

New York: Liveright, 1971),17.

.
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'necessary for the security 'of staff and students alike. The

difficulty is striking the balance between chaos and stulti

fying 'Control: This equilibrium is often reached-by comparing

what the students need in terms of freedom and spontaneity

to wbat the staff can' tolerate and work with.

'STAFF 'ROLE

Staff Initiate
Initiated
Activities

No Staff
Initiation
of' Activities

Structured Unstructured

'

COnventional class-
room: single pur-
pose; teacher-

B
Free high school:
Staff input, little
physical structure.
ActivitieS-:oriented,

directed, closed, rather than mater-
ials oriented.

C D
British infant school, Total "radical"- free
"Open .classrooms" and school: The Learning
many American elemen,
tary free schools.

Place, no staff in-
puts nor structured

Enriched environment,
student initiated

setting.
Or the earliest

activities.
.

stages'of a free .

Montessori classroom., school.

Fiure 9. A Matrix of Staff Role nd the Use of Space.

In the free and freedom high schools, the situation is

somewhat_different than the conditions descy:ihed"above.

Generally, it is not a dichotomous situation between either

"wild," unproductive behavior or creative activity; rather.

high school students gre.either "turned on' or aPathetic

(meaning in SoMe cases, absent): a dichotomy between inertia

and involvement. The differences between elementary and secon-

dary student involveMent and degree of structure may be

73
.11.11111Mi
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V-

explained by separating the physical setting from the activities

that go on there. The conventional classroom (Cell A) is

pictured as being a structured setting, with prescribed, con-

trolled, teacher4-initiated activities. The totally "free"

milieu (Cell D) has a non-structured setting and no adult

initiative. This observet visited only one school with this

degree of non-structure: The Learning Place in San Francisco.

Even this school had begun structuring its 4,000 square foot

space; but staff-initiated activities were minimal. The philo-

sophy behind this laissez faire position is that students will

get themselves together and initiate programs where and when

they are ready. The staff role is to be supportive of and

open to the needs of the students.

Th6 free high school falls in Cep B. The space is

generally unstructured with a number of multi-purpose rooms,

piano, minimal laboratory equipment. The staff may generate

some structure by introducing some interest areas, permitting

the students to choose. Bay High, for example, publishes a

description of the interests and skills of each staff member.

MARK
Aath Tutoring from arithmetic through calculus

and beyond.
;Ina. Navigation (celestial and terrestrial).
sychology. Tra5uter Programming. Flute-

makin , dulcimers, too.
Music - Weekly trip to use

VIIII1WWIFkilifikkilectronic music synthe-
sizers. We also have access to a recording
studio and film editing facility.8

8"Bay High," (Brochure, 1971), 10.
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.0ne schoOl director explicitly stated that he disliked teachers

Wh6:entered.the classroom dailyand asked; "Well, what do you

want to do today?" In many free high schools, the policy.is

'foi-Ystaff ,to comPile a "catalog." The students in turn may.

Stiggest additions (which is not done as often as Many free

-''school.Staff memberswould like).

.-Cell f,'; a structured setting witldlow staff initiation,

is'the.British infant school, and many American.free schools.

The' main difference between the American and British models--

although the. similarities far outweigh the differences--is

the amount of teacher.control.. Free.school teachers tend to

.f'be lesS directive.- In the British infant school, on'the. other

hand:,'',Ithere ds no abdication of adult authority and no belief

that this.would be deStrable." Ratherl the teacher's role is

-that off "active:catalyst and stage manager"9 Joseph Feather-

stone explains his book, Schools Where Children Learn.

Furthermore, he characterizes the British open-classroom

teacher a's 'being serious about teaching in contrast to the

American 6ounterpart who feels that anyone enn teach.

The idea of giving children choices is.A con-
sidered judgment as to how they best learn . .

It is this deep pedagogical seriousness, the
attention paid to learning in the classroom
that makes the British primary school revolution
so different from American progressive education.1°

9Joseph Featherstone, Schools Where Children Learn,
New. York: Liveright, 1971), 39.
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This opinion is in contrast to the alternative school's belief

that children learn in a supportive atmosphere without adult

intervention.

Also the Priorities of the two movements are different:

American free schools are struggling for survival. Energies

are diverted from pedagogical technique to more basic questions

of recruiting students, orienting a diverse staff, raising

funds, and in general, attempting to legitimate the entire

program. The infant school phenomenon is occurring in nn

old, established system that has relative autonomy .from paren-

tal interference, and full approval from the state.
11

Both the American and English "open schools" stress the

use of a varied milieu in which students choose activities

that interest them. The staff in both types of schools is

less concerned about control than in the traditional classroom.

. Emphasis on Academic Success: Schools may be

classified by their concern for a student's academic develop

ment. At one end of a continuum is Summerhill School where

play is more important than work. Neill spells this out quite

explicitly: "Summerhill might be defined as a sbhool in

which play is of the greatest importance. Why children and

kittens play I do not know. I believe that it is a matter of

energy level.
"12 At the other end of the spectrum is the

11In fact in some areas of England, the push for open
classrooms has come from Her Majesty's Inspectors, the official

arm of the Department of Education and Science.

12Neill, Summerhill, 62.
e
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public system in which.rewards and sanctions are doled out

to students based on their academic ranking in class. In

between is a range of educational programs Which structure

in learning sessthns among the free play, or which leave the

student alone.to do what "academic work" he will.

Both'Brit.t.sh infant schools and American free schools

use "oPen" classrooms; both are non-authoritarian and un-

structured. But the British model presupposes that children

will spend a moderate amount of time per week on skill-building

activities like reading, writing, and mathematies; the. American

free school makes no such assumptions. British teachers keep

careful records to insure that ih the fluid situation of

the open classroom, the student's progress is being monitored:

"It is essential for the teacher to keep detailed and accurate

accounts of what a child is doing, even though at any given

moment, she might not know what he's up to. u13
American teachers

in free schools are little concerned if a student elects to

do carpentry for the autumn--perhaps saving the book learning

for the cold winter months. 14

Both types 'of schools avoid group learning,_concentrating

on the one-to-one situation. The'infant school teacher would

use these tutoring sessions to work at academic areas; free

school teachers, while they feel some need to do the same,

13
Featherstone, 17.

14
This example received in an interview with Donna

Zegirowiecz, November 4, 1971.

3:4 71
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'find tifat structuring a iime and place is difficult--even

finding a quiet corner is a problem.

The only hard data available comparing free school and
A

public school teachers is Brian McCauley's study at Stanford

University, surveying 100 radical alternative and 100 public

school teachers in the Bay area as to their perceptions of

their teaching tasks. In.a choice between Character Develop-

ment and Teaching Subject Matter, both groups of teachers

believe that their primary task is not academic learning but

"Teaching and/or stimulating citizenship, socialization, and

character development. Approximately 92 and 95 percent in

free and public schools respectively believe that Character

Task Perceptions \

of Radical and Conventional Teachers

Task Public Free Rank in Importance

Teaching
Subject Matter 1.4 2.1 Second

Character
Development 1.2 1.1 First

Maintaining
Control 1.9 2.9 -Third

Record
Keeping 3 . 0 4.1 Fourth

Table 4

78
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Development is Very or Extremely Important."
1

Table 4

-shows the comparison of the median values for the importance

of.four teacher tasks, ranked on a five point scale from Most

to.Least Important-

McCauley's questionnaire appears to have been insen-

sitive.to. the differences between the role-of teacher§ in

conventional and radical education. The terms Character

Building and Teaching Subject Matter are open to interpreta-

tion.and are.not indicative of what teachers do in various

school settings. Thus an authoritarian teacher may.feel he

is-building character when he.disciplines a child; a free

school teacher also believes he is developing the child's

.character when he leaves the child alone to work out his

difficulty. Hence the linkages between task perception and

actual.practices are tenuous, as the results of this survey

show.,

3. ,Degree of Political Involvement: A third variable

which is applicable to alternative schools in the United

States is their awareness of themselves as a political force

in the community. At the most general level, freedom schools

working with poor families tend to be more political than free

schools involving wealthier communities.

5Brian L. McCauley, Evaluation and AUthoritTin Radical
Alternative Schools and Public Schools. .(Unpublished disser
tation,'Stanford Univer8ity, August, 1971),.142-143. A research
report:to be,published by.the Research and Development. Center,
Stanford UniVersity,.supported in part by funds from U.S.

Office,o1 Education, HEW Contr.act # OEC-.6710-078.

079
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Community controlled education in low-income neighbor-

hoods is a radical action in itself. The seizure and redis-

tribution of power throughout the ghetto community entails

the game of politics at its most basic level. The repercuss-

ions of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville controversy, although

maintained within the public school 'system itself, , conveyed

the high level of political explosiveness to be found in

community-controlled education.

The name "freedom school" connotes a political aim.

Though this observer was unable within the scope of this

study to amass data on the relative polf_tical impact of commun-

ity freedom schools, there is testimony from several partici,

pants interviewed in this regard. Bob Graf, of the Independent

Learning Center, Milwaukee, explained that the school was the

only community organization on the Southside, a white, working-

class ghetto. Families became involved in the various pro-

jects of the school. A car repair shop, a day-care center,

a print shop, were just a few of the practical programs the

school sponsored.

Some free schools emerged out of other community projects.

Judy Macauley, Director of the E. Harlem Block Schools,

related how the program began as a tutorial sponsored by the

American Frienes Service Committee; then the Day School was

added, a first grade of twehty-one, an entire free school
,

expanded to three 'locations '. stage, the program

expanded as fbe _needs of the coMmuhity became apparent . The

;

overriding philosophy of the entire projeCt is fostering a

PO
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The overriding philosophy of the entire project is fostering

a sense of community self-determination:

Everyone connected with the Schools assumes that
parents have the right to govern the quality of
education received by their children, and to de-
termine who has the right to teach in their'school.
Everyone assumes .that teachers have the right to
good supervision, to freedom from bureaucratic
harassment, and a classroom situation which gives
them the freedom to teach. Everyone agrees that
children have the right to be themselves, in an
environment where they can become their best
selves, through emotional and intellectual involve-
ment with each other and with responsible adults.
Everyone connected with the School expects to be
treated with respect.16

This community "declaration of independence" subsumes the

freedom of students, parents, and teachers under one program,

recognizing that the rights of all are dependent on the rights

of each.

Middle-class free schools are generally less 'political.

The emphasis is on "doing your own thing," Personal freedom

to pursue what is appealing leads to an individuation of need,

which in itself is a-political. Without group action, the

potential political impact of a school is redirected.

This observer has noted at least three ways 'In which

middle-class free schools have become politicized: ( ) by

being hassled by landlords or other authorities, (2) by the

pressing need for funds, and/or (3) by reaching .the third --

stage of development: that of community involvement.,

16
East Harlem Block Schools, "Philosophy,"

Pamphlet, New York, 1969),
(MiMeOiraPhed

.
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The Elizabeth CleLners Street School, New York.City, for

example, found quarters in an abandoned building in 1970.

As "squatters" they naturally fell in with.other groups in

their fight for space.
17

Several schools, in heir search for funding sources,

have considered Sueihg the state for funds, public transporta-

tion, or classrooM space. One free school went to the local

board of education and obtained a classrooia with full supplies

in a public school building. These efforts.have thrust many

formerly apolitical schools into the thick of local.politics.

A court case--over the rights of parents to receive their

share of education funds to be spent as they see fit--might

accomplish what Jencks' "voucher plan" is attempting to do

through the legislative process.

And a few free schools.have reached a stage of political

involvement through an evolutionary process. After first .

cementing interpersonal relationships among themselves and

then operAting a series of program activities (classes, trips,.

projects), some schools began to involve ttlemselves in the

"real world." This turnabout came as a result of the boredom

and frustration With"the closedness of school activities. For

example, 'staff at St. Mary's School, an innovative Catholic

school Chicago, related how their school weht through the

)\

17"We wcle highly political in those days," one student
admitted. "But now that -we've moved to Greenwich Village,
we're out of it. We're into the cultural thing, particularly
meditation."

F2
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three;stages: an organizing phase, an internal activities

stage, and finally, a.community involvement phase. The Urban

Experience Program at St. Mary's, in which students are placed

in a community agency for a term, is indicative of the thrust

outward. This movement has lead to a greater sense'of politi-

cal involvement.

Summary

section.we have seen numerous dimensions along

whicti:one may arrange alternative.schools: the relative

structuring of time, space, and activities; the relative empha-

%pis on academics versus freedom of activities; and the level

of,political.involvement.- TheSe variables cross-cut the six

typos of schools we have previously examined and add depth

to:our analysis of alternative educational programs.

B. GOVERNANCE

Free schools often avoid the issue of formal governance.

The memories of the way the "power structures" operate cause

these schools to seek personalistic, informal meins of making

decisions. In this section we shall examine issues of

decision-making involving parents, students, and teachers.

Many,.free Schools have formally constituted boards of
,, ,

. .

directars land administrators to fulfil the requirements for .

incorpor,a7k,ion, andgrant applications to governmental agendies

.and privae foundations. In reality, these schools are run"
!,

kk
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by general consensus or majority vote in school meetings.

These experiments in raw democracy are based on the belief

that the fate of the school community should be decided by

all its members. A. model of total school governance followed

by free schools is the Summerhill School. As Neill explains,

Summerhill is a self-governing school, demo-
cratic in form. EVerything connected with social
or group life, including punishment for social
offenses, is settled by vote at the Saturday
General Meeting.

Each member of the teaching staff and each
child, reghrdless.of his age, has one vote. My
vote carries the same weight as that of a.seven

. year old.18

Schools which do not involve parents in the day-to-day running

of the program (this would include most high school programs

and some teacher-run elementary free sohools) are more likely

to have a functioning board.. Thus parents would be given the

opportunity to guide and support the school.

Make-up of the Board. Elementary schools have a possi-

bility of'one of the four combinations of people on their

boards: (1) parents only, (2) staff only, .(3) a mixed parent-

staff board, or-(4) no functioning board at all._ In the day,-

to day function of a particulcx school, decisions are usually

made by whomever is participating on a regular basis: staff,

parents, or a mixed group.

Students are active in high school governance. Thus

boards are often comprised of a three-way mix .of students,

18
Neill 45.
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staff, and parents. ,Again the workaday decisions at school

involve only those present,. Students and staff, or in some

cases, students only. No free high school Which this researcher
I

visited 'left students out of.the decisionmaking process.

In free schools with a wide'age range of Student's (six

to eighteen, for example), general decisions were made by

theentire communityas-in the Summerhill SChOol. 'But

deCisions affecting, only one age grouplike the number of'

sliding boards to install or the instituting.'of'Ariver's

training-,-would be made in' divisional meetings.
. ,

Board Function. There is no consiStent pattern as to

the exiStence or responsibilities of a "board." Few private'

tree schools pay much attention to a formal'body of thiS tirpe;

ratherthe.procedure is to.call all persons involved f.O.i

meeting and work things out.. As we have alreadi-Mentioned,'

.boards exist Often to satisfy the State and private'foundations.

%In such Schools, parents may be asked to make' all major

decisiOnssuch as fiscal policy and staff recruitmentsince

they:(the:parents) must pay for-them.

Three key variables affect the forMality and power of

school boards: (1) age of the school., (2).Size of.the School,

and..(3)community control..

-(1): Age'-of-the School': 'There is a tendency to insti-.

tutionalite goVernance is.schoOlS grOvvolder. -At first. schools
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to routinize the whole process of running the school.

(2) Size: Our .data indicate that free schools grow

larger each year. When their size reaches about 80, decision-

making in large groups becomes so frustrating that the group

is often willing to give up some of its "power" to accommodate

administrative.efficiency: Other schools become aware of

what is lost by a large enrollment and seek to keep things

small, though in some cases it is more economical to grow.

(3) Community Controlled Schools: Since these schools

are closely related to a particular neighborhood, they often

have a more formal and more powerful board. Whereas the middle-

class schools represent no one but themselves, community

schools have mechanisms to insure some community input. Most

find that a neighborhood election succeeds in gaining the

legitimacy necessary to maintain community support..

In community schools--and some free schools--boards con-

trol a range of activities, including (1) the hiring and

firing of staff, (2) the size and growth rate of schools, (3)

the content and method of instruction, (4) .the expenditure

of funds for salaries, rent, materials, publicity, etc. (5)

the funding sources to use, (6) the types of students to re-

cruit, (7) the size, function, and power of the board itself,

and so on. Though community boards have the authority to

make any and all decisions,'most boards are sensitive io the

needs of staff. Matters Of pedagogical technique are usually

left up to the professions: nveryone assumes that teachers

have the right to goOd supervision, to freedom from bureaucratic

"D/53j
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harassment, and a classroom situation which gives them free-

dom to teach."
19

Public alternative schools are governed by the board

of education-. History over the last five years has shown that

these boards are unwilling to give up their authority to

local communities or to renegade administrators within the

system. In Chicago, Mrs. Barbara Sizemore, head of the Wood-

lawn Experimental School District, was removed when it became

apparent that she was not going to follow directives from the

school board or the Model Cities Board--both of which wele

politically vulnerable. Teachers' unions also have 96ntrol

over public alternatives as the situation in Ocean/Hill-

Brownsville indicates.

Administrator and Staff Function. n/ free schools the

image of the school administrator harkens back to the public
//

school image of the principal. He be&iomes the symbol of

the hierarchical, authoritarian stl'ucture which free school

people detest. Thus free schools avoid threatening titles like

.
principal in favor of milder/terms like coordinator or director,

or in many cases, select TAO leader at all! (Often someone

is notified that he is,their leader in case a foundation,

governmental agency or state department of education-happens

to ,call.)

Who then runs the 'school? How are administrative functions

performed? -In some cases, they are not performed. Or some-

29Z. Harlem Block Schools,

.74;
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one does what is neCessary. Or things are done, but much

mare slowly.

The exception to this administrative style is the school

founded and run by a single individual. The free school

.

entrepreneurs--men and woMen like Knowles and Darlene Doughtery "

of.Warehouse School (Boston), Walt and Pam Senterfitt of

The Learning Place (San Francisco) and Norman and Susan Baron

of Rockland Project School (Blauvelt, New York)--have their

goals set, are clearly established from the beginning as the

"leader," and shape the program early while there is less

resistance.

In community freedom schools, the relationship .between

leader and the school-community is more professional. He is

hired by the community out of grant money to aprate the pro-

gram. He is expected to be directive but sensitive to the

problems in the community. -The community looks to the admini-

strator for leadership, for members have neither the time

for nor experience in operating a school. Similarly, the

teachers are hired and given the room necessary for them to

function. Teachers often share their classrooms with members

of the community.

The staff in middle-class free schools has more power

and autonomy than in conventional educational systems. They

sit on boards of Oirectors as well as directing the everyday

life of the school. 'Yin free schools, since there is little

difference among adults, all are given equal say in-the opera-

tion of the school. They are,,unencumbered (and sometimes

Ab,



unprotected) by traditions or status.

A number of situations weaken the role of ,staff in

.. the function of schools: the influence of parents and students,

the lack of clarA ity of.who is "Staff" since these schools

function with numerous volunteers,-part-time, and full-time

adults, and the instability of the schools themselves.

Student Function. The amoUnt Of siudent control' in open

schools depends on the age of the students, the size of the

school, and the philoSophy of the staff. Few schools for ele-
,

. .

mentary,children are strubtured so that the students make the

vital decisions. Rather parents and teachers decide on faculty,
. . .

facilities and program. Only within the narrow limits of the

classroom are students free t 'govern' their own lives indi-
4

vidually and as a group. But in most free high schools and

some commdnity.schools, students sit on the board; share as

equals.in the decisions and implementation of policy, and'

..perform,the, tasks of hiring and firing teachers. The general

school meeting focuses the attention of all school members on

the.problems of governance:- many schools use a simple majority

few,prefer, the style of,the Quaker meeting, a con-

sensus.

.
Larger, schools find full student participation to Pe

overly time consuming and .unsatisfactory. Often a "student

council" is elected to represent all the students.' If a

formally constituted groilp like'a student board becomes the

major vehicle of student involvement, the ]evel of real parti-

.cipation decreases.
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The philosophy of the staff determines the structure

of the student governance within the high school. At the

Milwaukee Independent School, for example, staff expect student

leidership since from the beginning the program was established

and staff hired with the direction of students. Since the

original group of siudent initiators has left, the new gener-

ation is less clear about how to run a school. They are

looking to staff for assistance. "We are unclear, a staff

member explained, "how much we are supposed to do. Last year

the students ran the show. This is their school.
20 The

resolution to the dilemma of studalt-Staff governance comes

in part as members redefine the kinds of decisions which stu-

dents want and need to make, those which could be left to

staff, and those to be shared.

C. FINANCE

A major portion of this section will analyze the revenue

cources and budget priorities of alternative schools. The

long list of funding sources is extensive, reflecting, in part,

the results of these schools' constant search for financial

assistance, not a cornucopia of enthusiastic donors. The

remainder of this section will compare the per pupil expendi-

ture of alternative schools, and public schools.

20Field notes, Milwaukee,. Wisconsin, September 1

0-\

1971.

'a
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1 Free Schools: Private free schools for' middle-class

students depend extensively on tuition. ased on recent. data

collected for the "Directory" of new. schools,-we -estimateLthat

abOut $6311,000.was collected from parents for tuition last

year. This figure is based on an average charge ,of $528.00

per student. Over 90 % .of all funds for these schools come '

from tuition, collected on a sliding scale from $0 to $900

, for day sc,hools from $0 to $2,900 for boarding schools.21

. Thp,-.4mouW of tuition is usually' determined by (1) family. Size,

(2)- family income, and (3) number of children currently. enrtilled

ifl, ,school. Sometimes arrangements are made for parents

to work at the school. A number of scholarships' are-available

,(in 73% of the schools charging. tuition). A few middle-class

free_high, schools have elected to charge no tuition. This:

decision. enables "emancinated" students, those who no: longer

liv,e,at home, to attend without parental support or approval

in some cases._ But these schools have no income and cannot

hire full-time staff.

A second source of funds- is the contribution. When

schools are starting, some interested members of the community

pledge some support. But this source is neither, steady nor

sufficient. Less than 5% of the middle-class alternative

school's budget comes from contributions.

21
Free Schools: A Directory of Alternative Schools,

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Center for Law and Education, 1971).

."
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.1E, Freedom Schools. Schools working With low-income

families are 'eligible -for grants from federal; state, and

foundation: sources. It is estimated that grants totall6d
/6

about $1.7 million dollars to all alternative schools from

public. and, private sources.

A. Federal Sources:

1. Emergency School Assistance Program: (ESCAP)

designed to aid school systems with their desegregation efforts,

ESCAP can be applied for by .public school systems and community

groups with 90% going to the former, 10 to the latter. At

least- one free school , The Free School , New Orleans, has applied

for these funds as a commtinity school. The' basis for this

school's _request is first, that it functions as a place' where

white. and .black children come together:. Secondly, the school

feels that as a model, it-can influence the public. schools to

try "open classrooms." Already at the public Lusher School,

an.open classroom system has attracted white families back into

the school system, a reversal of the trend since court-enforced

desegregation began in 1967. As of the writing of this report,

The Free School had not heard about the outcome of their

grant request.

2. Safe Streets, Omnibus Bill #68: The Independent

Learning Center, (ILC), MilWaukee Wisconsin, has received a

grant of aboUt $75,000, under this program. The funds are avail-

able for "delinquency pre.vention" and rehabilitation. in

Milwaukee's South Side community.
I

Other schools working in
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high-crime neighborhoods may take advantage of these furds.

ILC gears its program, to.skill building .and motivation for

these youths, most of,whom have dropped out of. the regular

system.

. Addiction Prevention: Several schoolshave staff

members being paid by local,,state and national drug education

and treatment programs. Unattached social workers have gravi-

tated toward free schools as ,a stable place to work with "street

youths."

Elementary and Secondary School A t, (ESEA),: Only

public alternative schools are eligible for direct funding.rfrom

ESEA,, though all schools Could recp,i've ancillary.assistance.

For example, library, reading, and counseling services, and

some nursing care could,be administered (through the local

superintendent) to private free and freedom schoolS which quali-
... .

fied under the income criteria. The Gateway School, New

Orleans, was opened under a $100,000 Title I grant from ESEA,
A, I.

as America's third "school without walls." It is part of the
'1

public school system of Orleans Parish, empioying nine certi-
.1,; -

fied teachers and using over 70 community resource people as

volunteer teachers.
-1.

5. Family Services Funds and the Courts: Schools which

work With orphans or foster .children children on probation,

or with special emotional problems receive state money on a

per child basis. The Freedom House, Madisori, Wisconsin, for

'exr.imple began as a special non-authoritarian program for
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studentS who were wards of the court, etc. They charged $120

per child per month for students received from state agencies,

and no tuition for students Without state SUpport.

6. The Experimental Schools Act: Eight communities

have received funding for an alternative schools system within

the'public schools. Berkeley Unified School District received

$3.6 million for 24 experimental schools ranging from black

and Latin-run to an art and environmental school.

7. Follow ThrOugh: Office of Education funds have been

allocated to some alternative schools through this program.

E. Harlem Block Schools, a network of schools, tutoring and

day care services, received Follow Through money as a "model

sponsor." The purpose of the program is to pick up students

from Head Start and carry them through into elementary school.

8. Model Cities: The Federation of Milwaukee Indepen-

dent Schools contains seven community schools wtich were once

Catholic elementary programs. The St. Michael's School, now

Michael Community School, has a current budget of some $92,390,

$28,000 of which .is Model Cities (SIIP) funding. Other

r..lommunity schools are eligible for Model Cities support, both

public and private programs, as long as they serve an eligible.

neighborhood.

State Funds

1. Food programs: School lunches milk, And surplus

food are available .in some states to nonpublic schools, if

they serve low-income children.'
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la. Personnel SerVices: Some states provide counseling

services for children.in .trouble with police or in emotional

difficulty. Some schools may .take advantage 'of the source

of 'support. -

11. Transportation: Many states carry public and non-

'public -Students on school. buses. ThOugh this may be of only

Marginal benefit to alternatiVe schoois, some are making use

,..:,..
of the service. In one case, The Cooperative School (Winter-

0660 in Madison, the focal superintendent refused transport

on the grounds that they were not a school.

12: Direct Grants: At least four states--Rhode Island,

"Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Illinois--have passed laws pro-

viding "purchase Of secular services." If and when these

laws becbine operable, (the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled qnfav-

orably on some aspects of these laws on First AmendMent

groUrids:) , free and freedom schools' would be eligible.

C. Privaie Funds:

I. Foundations: These organizations, provide a major

source of funds for many community schools. E. Harlem Block
. .

Schools appealed to numerous foundations, receiving in 1969

an average of $10,000 per donor. Foundations prefer schools

for minority, low-income families. In some cases it was a

foundation grani--in respornie to a spec ifiC proposal--ihat

IaUached the school in the iiit piace. Malcoim [x] Shabaz:7,

Memorial High School did not exist at the time of the grant.
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It w4s created as a part of an educational package funded at

the University of Wisconsin7Madison.

Numerous free and community schools, going into their

sedond or third year, are facing the possibility of losing

foundation support after becoming dependent, upon it. In some

cases, their future depends upon being picked up by the local

board of educatiOn--Malcolm Shabazz for example. In others,

programs must be curtailed or more fee-paying students recruited.

Free school leaders have expressed apprehension about becoming

dependent on outside funding sources%

2. Industry: Like foundations, industry chooses to

fund programs for low-income communities on a short-term basis.

But numerous schools are receiving support from various com-

panies. In some cases, companies contiibute equipment and

materials.

3. Religious ,Institutions: As the Catholic church ceases

to operate parochial schools, it will be freer to support

selected experiments in education. Often in the process of

turning parish schools ove, to communities, the church will

aSeist the new school during the interim. St. Mary's of

Chicago, for example, iS supported in

sisters that owns the facilities.

part by the

4. kind Personnel.Services: Since staff salaries

are the major expense in any school operation, free persOnnel

contributions are a real benefit. The following

people hlve given free service to alternative schools:
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Volunteers4wService tolAMOrica (VISTA) iaVestarted

and-worked:in free schools With:some success. In sOme Cases,

-.however; these-workers find-schbol. work too confining they

woUld prefer to-work more freely in the community..

b)-, Conscientious Objectors: 'The men have been assidned

to alternative schools although there are some steps necessary

before a new school is made-eligible.' (In one school, I

found a CO working as a baker for a system of community pro-

grams.)

c) Student Teachers: Several schools have worked out
r'

arrangements with nearby schools of education to receive

teacher interns. Particularly in elementary alternative schools,
-

,

student teachers can provide the personal attention the

children need--while receiving an unusual experience inicom-.

parison to colleagues entering conventional classrooms. (One

university supervisor complained that there was nothing to
-

observe when she came to the school to evaluate the student

teacher.)

d) Unattached Social Workers: Street workers have

"attached" themselves to schools' or have cooperated with them

in bridging the gap between student, home, and.community.

e) Volunteers: VfinaI word for the volunteers! NO

alternative'school could'Operate without them. They come in'

all shapes and sizes: parents, college students, unemployed

teacherS, et al. Special note is made of the experts whO,','
. I,

Volunteer their services: architects who design-the building',
7.

,

lawyers:who incorporate and fight f6r.sChooltaq contractors
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handymen who_renovateand maintain:the buildings--all
. .

who workfor,no pay. ,Over halfthe:services performecifor

alternative. schools are done,by,volunteer labor- In the search

for' funds, university people assist by, writingi)roposals to:.

,foundations.and. governmental agencies, an art in'itself.

Budget Priorities

A. Free Schools

1. Personnel: The major yearly expense in any given

school is staff salaries. aforts are made to use this budget

item frngally by the use of volunteers, part-time paid staff,

and full-time staff at a subsistence level. $400 is an aver-

age monthly salary for an alternative school teacher; many,

work for less.

2. Buildings: Rent is the next most costly item t

salaries. SchoOls often open in small temporary quarters in

a church or school at minimal cost: $250 per month, for example.

As their numbers grow, however, the need for space forces the

school-to select a larger, more self-contained site. Warehouse

4

Schoot, for example, left Cambridge, and found the second floor

of a factory usefnl: it, was large bright, set away from

complaining nOghbors, and relatively inexpensive-41,900

Bay High made a similar decision,

large liarage area for shops
6

two -atory wing in.the front.

.,.r.
Rent/in this numge'puts great

drama,

Rent

pressure
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on" the meager ind6me: Of the *schoOl. *Special projects' must

be fulfilled tO raise the 'Money.

Other- schOolg .'ieseape"Into- a rural' setting. Here they

f ind.*.the,soldoe , Space and inexpensive facilities theY 'need:

-Interestingly, The COop SchoOr (Madison) has -rented a 'One-room

schoolhouse in the country. As one staff member commented,

baCk the calendar to early 1900.'" The

average free school .moves about three times' before 'settling'

on ,'an 'acceptable location: 'one 'which is large' and -Cheap endugh,

. -where :neighbors won' t complain about the 'mess and .noise; and

. which is easily accessible.

3. Materials and EquipMent : Schools show iMazing crea-

tivrty in . making and/or ScroUnging the Hequipmefit 'they need:

,the free elementary schools; funds are spent 'Mainly 'On 'Lla'sic

science equipment and educational .gameo;.: in-high schools ;.

major investment occurs in shop and craf t materials such as

potter's wheels, carpentrY'.toolS, .:ancl:;printing presses. As

non-profit corporations, these schools qualify for government
, .

surplus materials.
,

':Sc'hoo z

The ,situation 'for ,public. ilternatiVes and comninnity 'sdhools

is considerably different. -Public alternatives' receive 'full

Unding a's :doe's any' :public:"'sphoOl plus' in. many -caSes extra

mOnies rbm J-grants . Theqt difficulties are'. 'not ;' ,t he lack 'of':

mone.; ''x'ather .they "ictimplain :that --the Money-they 'receive: *is

practically .a Ii 'onmittet.

-

Saia'ries ,riie,''.regulated by toktract

\/))
. ,

1;,p7e9
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and state salary schedule; funds for buildings and renovation

are controlled by the boards of education. One director of

a public alternative program admitted that out.of a budget of

$3.601000 only $4,000 was available for staff and student

.use; the rest wap tied up in salaries, facilities, and equip-

ment.

Community schools, though they often pay higher salaries

to the professional staff, have an obligation to employ as

many peoPle from the community as possible. Forty percent of

the staff at(E. liarlem Block. School are from the neighborhood.

Often jobs are duplicated by having a professional and a

."paraprofessional" (a rather meaningless word, in alternative

education) from the community acting in the same capacity.

But the purpose of community education As involvement, not

"administrative efficiency."

.Per Pupil Expenditure

Private alternative schools, as a group have a per

pupil expenditure (ppe) that is considerably lower than that

of the public sector. The difference becomes eveh more dra-

matic when we.take into consideration several other factors.

First, free echool figures for ppe include. rent, a large

expense, whereas.public ppefioes.not include.capital expendi-

tures. Second, if we compare the fourteen states where 85%

of the-free schools are found the ppe for public:schools is

.$940, and for alternative-eohools $783. ..Lower.ppe does
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not necessarily mean less qualified teachers; in fact

McCauley's dissertation established that free school teachers

in the Bay area had higher degrees from more prestigious

universities than their public school counterparts.
22

'Summary

Alternative schools receive funds from a wide variety

of sources, both private and public. Middle class schools,

generally speaking, Survive'on tuition and small donations;

community schools qualify for state, national, and foundation

support. All alternatives show great adaptability in the use

of volunteers, employing them as teachers, tutors, handymen,

architects, and legal adviscrs.

These schools expend their greatest quantity of funds

for salaries, with rent coming second. In the private sector,

funds are controlled by the people most intimately involved.

.
In free schools, the staff, parents, and in some cases, the

students.decide how money is to be raised and spent; in commun-

ity schools, a board representing the parents and the surround-

ing neighborhoods makes all decisions affecting eXpenditures.

Public alternative schools in most cases do not have control

over their own funds: final word rests with the local boards

of education. The absence of power over the purse is a major

problem for public alternative schools.

2 2McCauley, 148.
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D. LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS

Both states and local agencies regulate nonpublic schools.

Five purposes underlie these regulations: (1) to insure school

attendance, (2) to prohibit the instruction of socially

dangerous concepts, (3) to seek cultural unity, (4) to provide

quality standards, and (5) to protect families from dangerous

health, safety, and business practices.
23

'The enactment and
P

enforcement of state regulations in these 17ive areas has

been the subject of long debate: on the ohe hand, the state

should insure "an adequate education for all children"24 by

establishing some standards and requirements; on the other,

the schools should be free to pursue distinctive educational

programs without being overly hindered\by state and local

regulations. It is the serIitive balance between societal

needs and individual liberties vis-a-vis education which sets

the backdrop for our discussion of free and freedom schools

and the law.

As of the writing of this report, no alternative school

has been closed permanently by public authorities. However',.

Coop #2 of Chicago was raided by ,Lhe police and closed for .

a month. Students were charged with truancy and adults with

111*

23John Elson, "State Regulation of Nonpublic Schools:

The Legal Framework," in Donald A. Erickson, Public Controls
for Nonpublic Schools, (Chicago: University UT-CHIEW6 Press,
1969), 164.

24Ibid., 103.
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contributing to the delinquencY of minors, but the charges

were later dropped:: Parents interviewed believed. that "the

raid woke people up . . There 'seemed to be. a 'need for
" . .

shock, like the arrest, lor .change."

This observer witnessed great concern by 'many alternative
,

school .members about the legal "hang-ups" of operating a pro-

gram. Before examining nine specific legal areas affecting

theSe nonpublic schools, we shall examine two broader concepts:

First, What legally constitutes a "school"? Since
. . :. .

. . . ,. . .
. , .

attendance is required in 48 states, the question then becomes

.
who .defines where a child may fulfil his compulsory attendance

requirement? "Radical" schools may be challenged legally on

the grounds that their program is not a "school." Coop #2

faced this problem: to the policemen in the raid , this . program

did not fit their definition of what constituted a school.

Second, as Christopher Jencks points out, What is meant

by public and nonpublic?

Since the nineteenth century we have classified
schools as "public" if they were owned and oper-
ated by a governmental body. - 'We go 'right on
calling colleges "public" even when they charge
tuition:that 'many peOple cannot afford: We also-

call academically exclusive high schools "public"
.when they have admissions requirements,.that only

a handful of Students can meet. And we call whole
'school systems "public" even 'when they. refuse to
give anyone information about what they are doing,
how well they:are doing At, and whether children
are getting what iheir parents want. Conversely,

we have always called schools "private" if they

,
_Mary LtitYnski.',, thipubliihed Taper, .UniVersity

of Chicago, Department of Educs_4tion, 1969, .7.
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-.were owned and.operated-bvprivateorganiza-
tions. We have gone on calling these schools
"private":even-wheni:as.sometimes::happens,
'they are open to every applicant on a non-
discriminatory. basis, charge no tuition, and -
make whatever information they laveAbout them-
selves available to-Anyone who asks.

Definitions of this kind conceal as much
as-they reveal, for .ther-classify,schools
entirely in terms o2 who runs them, not how

_thevare run:26.

Free and freedom schools are challenging both questions.

Ag we have already mentioned, the idea of what comprises

a school become's salIent, là sChools become more unconventional

Second, private schools like Children's Community Vicatshop

School (New York City) and The Free School (New Orleans) ful-

fil Jencks' definition of "public." They are open, on a

first-come, first-served basis; they charge no tuition; and

they are accountable to parents and community people alike.

Yetthey receive no funds from the state or the local school

district.

Already several private schools have attempted to obtain

public support: one sought status as a separate school dis-

trict which would entitle it to state support; another school

network is thinking along similar lines. Mari School,

Berkeley, was able through the threat of a suit to receive a

public classroom. Their case was based on the grounds that

all the children livod in tfte school zone, that the families

26Christopher. Jencks, . Education Vouchers: A Report
on Financing Elementary Education by Grants to Parents,

Massenter forAhe Study of Public Policy,
December, 1970), 13-17. :
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were local taxpayers, and.that they accepted all,children

lor whom tbeyAlad room.without tuition. The Erkeley Board

of,Educationleasedthe..classroom-to.the parents and provided

fdll classroom Supplies. To sitisfythe state,Hthe Board,.

assigned the principal of the school as the teacher in the -

room, though he rarely enters it.

Some private schools are considering a court case.over

the.rights of parents to a proportional share of funds for. their

own use in the education of their children. Or perhaps free

schools would claim to public funds in Jenck's definition of

"public."
'

In order to survive, new alternative schools must be

cognizant of the following legal areas.
27

1. Compulsory Education: All states except Mississippi and'
South Carolina require school attendance for at least 10 years.

Unless a free or freedom school acepts only older students,

as manydo (for example,Harlem Prep, and Detroit Free School),

it will Wave to assure its memters that they will not be

truant when in attendance. This will .requi.re that the new

school be recognized by some state agency, usually the state

department of education, as a bona fide school. This has not

as a rule been difficult. Often states regulate public schools

extensively, but virtually overlook nonpublic ones. In

27
For a useful discussion of alternative schools and

the law, see Stephen Arons', Alternative Schools: A Practical
Manual, (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for Law and Education, 1971).

V.

Pc`
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In MasaaChusettst; for 'example, Aronst reporti. that local

authoritiew"are quite Filling to 'recognize Alternative schoels,'

since:those cprograms accept the "troubleseme" students whom"

the public. systems. cannot' reach.

2. AcCredftation: Though 'it is rarely required by law, schools
e 1 ._

may seek accreditation as a means to attraiA students. ACCre-

I $ditatien''iShsindled by private educatioiml associations, which
,i -woiek*witth public, private, higher and lower educational insti-

;

free and freedim schools will attach
. ,

theminvestO anexiting accredited school 'in Order to share

the privileges. The Independent Learning Center, Milwaukee,

for examP10, "his becathe a satellite ichOol of Pius XI High
,.

School, in cooperation With the. North Central Regional Accred-
...

i!ting'Agency; 'through this relationshiP; the program and diploma

will tie recorded and accredited as a satellite school and
. sthe ILC will retain full coatrol over goals, curriculum, and

.,Struàture as a private, non-sectarian high school.".28

Public alternatives aPpear to have the worst of both
, ..worlds. 'They attempt to have an innovativeprogram while

having to neet standardiied requirements. Gateway. Sc!hool,'
.

New Orleans, had met with its accrediting association. Com-

riotenough teachers in spite of the use of over 70

community 'resources people; not enough laboratory equipment

even though students had access to the University of /h,ouisiana

:chemistry building; not Onough 'learning space, though the

28"Independent Learning Center," (Mimeographed proposal,
1970).
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!,concept of :the ,'!schooF without:Avails" had beenexplained,.

Other public ,alternatives had complained about similak difW-

culties,,in meeting accreditation requiremeiits.
/I

3. Building Codes: Depending on the state and locality,

safety, fire and. health codes can be most salient.,' 'Sites are

carefully 'selected .in some cases because of. the stringncy '-

of .codes. Often schools remain in cramped churches orschodl-

rooms because they have .been declared up to standard. Aeons

reports that.this [codes] 'is one area where schools, may have

problems of such magnitude 'that they may be prohibited f rroin

opening., ,.The Warehouse .Schools .for .example, hid a' building

picked out but could not use it because it did not meet' the

building code standards.,"29 Often relatively large 'suMs of

money are spent putting in fire walls, sprinkler systems,

doors, stairs, and-windows of a certain size and materials.

.In'this national survey', it is impossible to'outline all

the codes state by state, municipality, by municipality,

inspector by inspector. Needless to say, this area of the law

perhaps as much as any traps the functionink of alternative

schoolb in bureaucratic red tape.

4. Zoning Regulations: Few schools are able to afford plants

of their own design'. Most find that old homes'or old commer-

cial facilities are cheapest., centrally located, and in an

area where neighbors will be tolerant or non-existent. Occas-

ionally, in Attempts to convert a single family dwelling into

29Arcns; Manutti, 39
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school,. alternative ;programs .ihave 'run afoul. . the ;zoning 'codes.

Reac,tionar,y au thoritiesHare particularly concerned that a

family dwelling not, become a Phippie, commune., or a bue..ness-

enterprise.
:

.4,.. curriculum: Thirtyrone ,states regulate: curricula of lich

only tent define required; courses. which. all students mu'at .; :he."
Manvrequirements pertain only if the. schbol .offeis a state:

acqepted diploma. . Since malty alternatives giire 'a "paper" One,

the. ahsence .of a state-supported' diploma, rerieves many schools

from worrying:About curriculum.-: Others merely:teach what they

want:, and, label theta in keeping, with state:Tequirements: .1.for

example, A state. may. require! American history.; a ,free.ffichbol

may teagh a course! in "i.mperialism"'andcall- it American

history.

.; Since . there .is no .standardized:currickaum in' American

r schools, no national tests based on a'corecurriculum-.-like

the "ordinary" and "advanced" levels examinations in 'England--

and no standard requirements for.college entry, alternative

scaools:have., the freedom to' teach or ignore.virtually any'course

of study. College entrance examinations test achievement.in

only the broadest sense, focusing on grammar, reading, vocab-
.

ulary, and spelling in the. Verbal parts, and basic algebra

and;geometry in.the Quantitative sections.

6.; 'Teacher Certification: .Only six states,-Alabama, :Nebraska

North Carolina, Michigan; Iowa; and .Washington demand

30Stolee, "Nonpublic Sch6ols: What Must They Teach?"
Schools and Society, 92 (1964), 274.

t.D-2.-
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certification.ot,nonpublit,'school teachers.' 'In Michigan,

the, most urbanized, industrial:.of these i.-.4tates, this require-

mentplus. a number of .others--haS impeded thegrowth of

full-time alternatives. .Solstice School', Ann Arbor', for

example, has remained an after-school program, because of

the: stringency of state regulations.

Certification in most states requires a bachelor's

degree a ..number pf education, courses , some practical experience,

some statements.on general health, and, perhaps citizenship.

States do, not always reciprocate:, thus a. teacher's,eertifi-

.
cate in one state may not be. valid in another.

Free and freedom schools do not seem concerned about the

paper qualifications of staff. Often they include one certi-

fied teacher for each group. of non-certified ones, to keep

the authorities happy. The plethora of staff arrangements

prevents any clear policy from emerging, however. The typical

combination would include a few certified teachers, a group

of parent volunteers (elementary free and community schools),

a group of outside volunteers from a nearby.college, and some

specialists--craftsmen, writers, carpenters, drama and arts

people--who may or may not 'be certified, but who donate a few

hours .a week in these areas.

My data would indicate that less than half of adults

working in alternative schools have professional credentials.

With the surplus of "trained" teachers, however, schools can

and do recruit Many more .ccrtified personnel than are required

by authorities,.
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7. Medical Release Form: Tbough not required by law, these

forms are often requested of parents. In case of injury at

school, the staff members can obtain any medical assistance

nedessary for the well-being of the child.

8. Liability: Usually of no concern, some schools do insist

on a form being signed by parents indicating that the child

has permission to be at the particular school. This may be

difficult with some free high schools since the student may

be "emancipated" (not living at home) and not under any

parental supervision. Also some schools have liability insur-

ance (not many) to protect against accident suits.

9. Non-profit Corporation Status: As the need for funds and

equipment occurs, schools seek non-profit status. This

removes the problem of taxes, entitles them to surplus govern-

ment materials, and prepare the way for public and private

grants and donations.

Summary

In summary; free schools are challenging the concepts of

what legally constitutes a school and the legal differences

between public and private.. Survival in the future depends

on some accommodation to the legal requirements, for minimum

health, safety, and fire stindards and Bowe status as a school

(certification, licensing). Perhaps the struggle for alterni-

tive education will be in the courtroom, not the classroom,

as these "schools" seek to survive.
44"411111Orr
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V

The Future

,

An evaluation of the future of the alternative schools

movement is dependent in part upon an assessment of its past.
,

Unfortunately; preckOus little research has been'done into

the 'impact ofthese schools on other schools and 'communities;

into the attainment of goals, or even the formulation of them;

into the affectiva'and cognitive growth of children in

alteknatiVe school settings (i.e., nonstructured free schools

and cthilMuniti-cOntr011ed freedOm Schools); or into the

develoPment'Of pedagogy fior theSe new classrooms. ichus the

thruSt.of'this fifial chapter:will be mostly speculation based

on Ihe'infOrmation

Sumnarx: Most of these alternative gchools as a group

are new with 62%.of them having opened since 100; they are

small with 67% enrolling less than 40 children; 61% of free

schools:are mainly for middle-class children since tuition

averages $425 a,year, totalling over $6 million for all schools

combine4;,the staff is ,zoula with two-thirds under thirty .

years of age. About the.freedom schools for alinority column-

104
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ities, we know that on the average they enroll larger

student groups, abouL.110 students; that they charge no

tuition but received over $3 million in grants from public
; .-"

and private sources in 1970.'

We know that free schools experiment in the areas of

governance and program; They avoid elevating individuals to

positions of power on boards or through titled positions.
"t. : .4. ,

Instead people represent themselves in face-to-face situations
f: J

where decisions are made. Freedom school members, however,
.:' .

vote for. representatives from their neighborhoods who sit

on a legally constituted board. Powers reside with the

board except where delegated.to staff or other parents.

The community school is more traditional in its approach

to academic subjects, discipline, and teaching methods. As

we have seen, the parents' concerns for.their children's

survival and expanded life-chances impose a sense of urgency
-

and purpose upon the program. The emphases are upon (1) basic

skills, (i) motivation, and (3) ethnic identification. The

middle-class alternatives'experiment with use of time, space,

and activityl'as-we'have discussed.

We have Aldo,noted'that though /he free and freedom'

schools'are vet), different progrims resultinufrom different

'nee-fist/hey Like both unified in rejecting'the public system.

Both beiielie in doMmUAity aild familial Self-help which'can

be translited'into:operible educational prOgrams.

111
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Problems of Research: Research onAree and freedom

schools should be sensitive to the differences in goals and

goal clarity. 'Freedom schools present a.series of specific

aiMs to to their constituencies: (1) Community development:

.in terms of,street improvements, monies comiag into the commun-

ity from federal, state, and local'agencies; increaSed power

w.ith local-politicians, etc; (2) Opportunities-for students:

.often .these schools take;drop-outs and reclaim them, getting

them,into college . or trade school; help students with per-

sona/ problems like drug addiction, and so on; CO. Jobs for

adults: community schools offer meaningful employment to

parents, professionals and semi-professionals in the commUnity;

and, (4) symbols of palde for community members. Taking

Harlem Prep as ap example; let us'illustrate these points.

This ,school bought a supermarket, invested over $100,000 in

the,plant, having the building declared a "school" to save

it fromuurban renewal. This kind of investment contributes

to the stibility of-the neighborhood. Though most students

are over sixteen and have been "unsuccessful" in conventional

schools, director Ed Carpenter is able to guarantee a student an

excellent chance at further education, whether college or

vocational school. They can point to the number of students

admitted and funded at college as a mark of success. They

can show the numbers'of locil residents working as teaChers,

. assistant teachers, maintenance people, etc. They can illus-

.trate the involvement of the community in their program, the

influence they have.wtth local.politicians artists frost across
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the. i9ountryt4e,fame of their graduateW-, :All. these criteria

osuccess.,are.kciciarand demonstrable,

The typical,free.:school, on .the other'hand;'has fuzzier

.0f4.1s4 .lessvwidely,accepted.symbols.of success and less'

..iryaniplity:amongmembers, ::01ne:recurring stateMent.of success

"W04!).yeyare sii1I-in,operation."; Me 'entire goal

vientation oll4he freeschool movementiis'eotifUsifig: They

,want theirstudents "to-succeed".in the system, yet they are

not,success. oriente4.they stress individuality.and-commun-

allity.They want to.withdraw from society while at-the

same time working to change it; thdy are both pOlitical and

lhe .conveattonal,means of evaluating schboling simply

woulokoit work,iatthese: schools.: Facilities are 'primitiVe:

p4Wcor PlAps?.:.,Thechildren'are not forced to-learn.to read

(and,some may.not,till,quite.late); good-or .bad? Students

do,not.go.on to.college and.into a "middle-clase.job: positive

oLpegatiVe,score? Staff turnover is'high, as people move

L1,4;and.out. at will: -etc.

A;:tainitig agreement among free school membera as to what

a successful school.is would be difficult if not impossible.

Those in the-movement:for awhile.become tired of the lack

of structure and, activity; those newly arrived .reVel in it.

Theesearcher woRld be forbed to takd an eclectic appioach,

mdasuring both conventional attainment such as reading, writing,

verbal and mathematical Skil" as well as the less quantifiable

variables, such.as a sense of'satisfaction, sense of worth,

g;PR5
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And,since muCh Of free schoOl 'life occurs

in small groups -the,feverage free school student populition

being lesd!,tham,40-4.Some.Measure.of group interactieW,

.oOhesivenessiefficiency,'and mutual support would be a good

'J.ndicatorof success.

;

The impact of free schools on conventional systems (and

vice versa) is another important area of future research.

Limitedtdata,are:available,showing the influence:of alterna-

tive prOgrams. One'example, however, 'is the.'imPact of Tbe

Free-School, New Orleans,:upon the Orleans'Parish Public

Schools. According to a recent proposal submitted to the

OffiCe-of,EduCation',' wrhe Free SChOol'is to be a continuoUs

feaSibility study Of adapting this proven method [opénclàss-

:,.roOms]:ófteducâtiOnin the Urban 'South in general and Orleans

. 'Parish : 'Restating from interest in Open 'scihools

generated by The Free SCheol (a private elementary prograi

for 42 children), the public system created space for 30 children

at-Lusher lienientiry in an open classroom experiment: Sixty-

apPlied; lour moved into the schOO1 district

-io-fiave an. opportunity to attend. A dual lotterY 'system one

for Whites'and:one for blacks, was instituted to insure Mn'

iritegrated program at Lusher. White families seem willing

to return their.chiidren to integrated pUblit schools if

the prOgram is ihnoliative.

1
' Me Free School's proposal to the Office of Education,

under the Emergency School Assistance Program, submitted on
September 22, 1971, p. 7.
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Another.example is,the Independent Learning Center,

Milwaukeeo Wisconsin.. It was created with "juvenile delin-

quency. prevention" funds, Crime Bill #68, to teach basic

skills and.community development to lower-class white students.

The function of ILC was not to create a separate school system,

"but even more interesting is the possibility," the written
;

statement continues,

that the Milwaukee Public Schools may be able
to utilize the ILC model in expanding the range
ol,.educational alternatives offered by public
high schools. Educators agree that different

, students learn best in different ways. Choice
should be available.4

And another way to affect the public schools would be for a

_large alternative school to join the system. A group of

parents in Cambridge, Massachusetts, wants to open an alterna-

. tive school which is part of the public system. Other private

schools may request to be made a part of a system after a

few years.on their own.

Alternative schools, whether conventional or radical,

have.an impact on the communities in which they are located.

,Again, little convincing data are available. However, Professor

DonaldjA. Erickson,, in his study of"South Shore,"Chicago,

did conclude that "there are CP ("change-threatened, positively

reacting") communities in which nonpublic schools make.a

profound contribution to the achievement and maintenance of

2"
Independent Learning Center, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,"

CmiMeographed, f970Y, 11.

Yz'
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stable racial integration."
3

The conclusion was reached

after sampling parental attitudes toward local public and

private schools. He found that without an acceptable private

séhool in their neighborhood, parents would seek another one

even if it meant leaving the area. Further investigation is

necessary into the role of private alternatives; whether free

or freedom schools, in the life of communities.

We have briefly mentioned three areas for future research:

the effectet of alternative/conventional education on children,

the impact of the "cutside-the-system" school upon .the public

schools, and the contributions of schools to their communities.

The Future of Radical Alternative Schools: Both the

supporters and detractors of radical new schools have been

too extreme in their claisis. Harvey Haber, for example,

I orierly with the New Schools Exchange, claimed that free

schools were sweeping the country with 2,000 new programs in

1969. The figure is more accurately about 200. Skeptics

say that these schools are merely "fly-by-night" operations

lasting only about 18 months. Our data show that only about

10% of all free schools fail. A gore moderate position would

dictate that while alternative schools will go through a period

of popularity, they will arrive at one of the following points:

(1) They will be absorbed.by the established schools, either

3Donald A. Erickson, "Minority Groups and Nonpublic
Eddcation," in Erickson and Nadaus, Issues of Aid to Nonpublic
Schools, (President's Commission on mizu1 TliiiiTial,-1-0177
vol. I, Chapter V, 77.

\
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actually or in spirit. The history of the Progressive

Movement in Education shows how the ideas of a few philoso-

phers and schoolmen became standard fare within a few decades.

(2) They will mutate on to other forms. Ideas which begin

in the intellectual centers like Berkeley, Cambridge, New

Ybrk, San Francisco, spread toward the center and the southern

parts of the country. By the time they trickle down or over

to small towns in the hinterlands, the centers are on to

something else. We.can expect the same to occur with free

schools. Already in Berkeley and Cambridge, free sChools are

taking on slightly different shapes: the absence of thrust

and format is being replaced.with a more structured, extro-

verted, active program stressing community involvenent. We

can expect the numter of free and freedom schools to level

off and then move upward again as smaller, less sophisticated

communities of the South and Midwest establish programs.

(3) Some will fix themselves at a certain point in

their development and cease to change. Already, schools like

Fayerweather in Cambridge have become static. We are reminded

of the Progressive schools which survived: Banks Street,

Dalton School, New York City; Peninsula School, Menlo Park,

California. All have established themselves at a certain

point.

(4) And sone will juit close.

Whatever the outcome of the radical alternative phenom-

ena in America, we liave seon hcrw quickly educational innovations
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become visible and influential. With the public systems in

such trouble, educators, parents, teachers, and government

officials are anxious to try out new programs.. Undoubtedly,

many of the ideas will become packaged and peddled to school

systems across the country without an understanding of the

issues involved. "Freedom" and "self-daternination" cannot

be disseminated like a new textbook or teaching machine.

These issues involve the redistribution of power among adults

and children, among school people and community people much

as the free schools and freedom schools are doing on a small

scale. It is this socio-political shift of power and resources

that these alternative programs seek, end with whica public

systems adopting new programs must grapple.

And whatever the outcomes of this chapter in educational

and social history, the participants in these new schools

have a vision, a dream, however vague, of a new society. Some

seek a classless, non-authoritarian, even pleasantly anarch-

istic world where pe:qpole are free to pursue varying life

styles in peace. Others envision an open society, where the

poor will share the rewards of an affluent society. Thus

these experimental schools are both a stepping-stone on the

path to a new world, and a momentary glimpse of that new world

in the here and now.

lc;
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Data on Alternative Schools

-

I. School Characteristics

A. Geographic Distribution of Alternative Schools:

State No. of Schools

California 96

New York 43

Massachusetts 25

Illinois 19

Wisconsin 13

Percentage of total num-
ber of alternative schools

28%

12%

7%

5%

4%

B. Percentage of Alternative Schools by Types:

aP.S. Number in Nation Percentage

Elementary School 169 51%

High School 96 29%

Mixed (IC to 12) 64 20%

Day

Boarding

Mixed

308

21

9

Fee Paying vs. Tuitionless Schools:

Charging TUition

Tuitionless

Scholarships

244 schools

56 schools

219 schools

oho

91%

6%

3%

81%

19%

73%
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D. Schools Founded by Year Between 1957 and 1971:
:

Year No. of Schools , , Year No.-of Schools
Founded founded

1957 3 1965 4

1938 1 1966 6

1959 1 1967 17

1960 2 1968 19
1

1961 4 1969 53 ;

1962 3 1970 114

1963 3 1971 75
. .

1964 2 (62% in 1970-1971)

E. Size Distribution:

Size Percentage of Schools in
in catisen

1 - 19 pupils 22%

20 - 39 pupils 45%

40 - 59 pupils 19%

60 - 79 pupils 7%

80 - 99 pupils 1%

100 -119 pupils 1%

120 - up 5%

A. Sex:

II. Student Chimmmoteristics

Male

Female

55%

45%

B. Ethnic Composition:

Black 17%

White 80%
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B. Ethnic Composition - cont.

A. Sex:

Spanish surname 2%

American Indian .8%

Other .03%

III. Staff Characteristics

Male 42%

Female 58%

B. Ethnic Composition of staff:

White 90%

Black 7%

Other 3%

C. Age Distribution of Staff:

Under 20 8%

20 to 29 66%

30 to 39 18%

40 and up 8%

D. Status:

Full-time staff 1,671

Part-time staff F12

Volunteers unknown
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Appendix

Schools Contacted or Visited

California:
Bay High Scliool, Berkeley

*Casa de la Reza, San Francisco
The Community School (Upper), Santa Barbara
Hedge School, Berkeley
Learning Place, San Francisco
*Opportunity I, San Francisco
*Opportunity II, San Francisco
Peninsula School, Menlo Park
Right On, San Fraccisco
Shasta, San Francisco
Walden School, Berkeley

Illinois
*Metro High School, Chicago
St. Mary's High School, Chicago

Louisiana
The Free School, New Orleans
*Gateway High School, New Orleans

Maine
Collins Brook School, Freeport

Massachusetts
Cambridge Community High School, Cambridge
Fayerweather School, Cambridge
The Group School, Cambridge
Highlfind Park Free School, Roxbury
Warehouse Cooperative School, Roxbury

Michigan
Conlara, Ann Arbor
Detroit Free-School, Detroit
The Solstice School, Ann Arbor

Minnesota
Falcon Heights Free School, St. Paul
Minnehaha Community School, Minneapolis

New Jerse7
Independence High School, Newark

New York
Children's Community Workshop School, N.Y.C.

*Indicates
public school
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New York - continued
East Harlem Block School
Elizabeth Cleaner.Street
Harlem Prep, N.Y.C.
Rockland Project School,

, N. Y. C.

School , N. Y. C.

Blauvelt

Ver6ont
The New School, Plainfield

Wisconsin
Family Community School, Milwaukee
Freedom House, Madison
Humanity Tech, Madison
Independent Learning Center, Milwaukee.

Madison Community School, Madison
Madison Cooperative Free Elementary School, Madison
*Malcolm Shabazz Memorial High School, Madison
Michael Community School, Milatukee
Milwaukee Independent School, Milwaukee
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